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WORDS FROM THE FOUNDER

WORDS FROM THE FOUNDER
Introducing our second issue of World of Safety
& Health Online Magazine which marks as one of the
issues that I hold closest to my heart. It is the inaugural
World of Safety & Health Asia Award 2020 official result
announcement! The idea of organizing an occupational
safety & health (OSH) solutions award was always a
thought I had for 3 years.
However, to complete this story, it is important to
share with you the birth of World of Safety & Health
Asia and thank the people who had contributed to
making this possible. No, do not get me wrong.
Success is yet to be earned. However, I feel that it is
important that I should at this juncture make an effort
to thank all those who had helped me along the way
and who have supported us to where we are now!
How it all began...
In 2011, I was given the privilege to represent the
International Powered Access Federation (IPAF)
in Asia. IPAF is an international federation that
promotes the safe and effective use of powered
access internationally.
I got the opportunity to work with regional
occupational safety and health authorities,
professionals, and solutions providers. This grew
my passion for safety & health not only in the
power access industry but beyond.
In this region, I notice that there were no
platforms that shared safety & health information
like news, events, and courses in one place. There
wasn’t a magazine that focuses on the solutions
for occupational safety & health. Neither was
there an award that gave recognition to new &
innovative OSH solutions as well!
Everything was so outspread! How would a busy
safety professional or an interested stakeholder
constantly be updated on important information
which is needed to make workplaces safer?
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For my wife Chris, my mum Bee Ting and
siblings Brian, Pei Sung and Jolene

Raymond Wat
Founder
World of Safety and Health Asia

May I dedicate this award edition of our online
magazine to my wife, Chris Tan has given
me tremendous support since day one of my
WSHAsia dreams. She is my good listener
and a great friend! My elder sister, Wat Pei
Sung and second sister, Jolene Wat had been
supporting me both financially and contributing
as our finance consultant. My brother Brian Wat
who runs his own business has by far been my
excellent business advisor! And of course my
mum Wong Bee Ting who had always been caring
and supportive in whatever I do since young.
May I dedicate this award edition of our online
magazine to them.

A co-founder that shares
the same passion, open door...

Therefore in 2014, the first version of WSHAsia
began. However, it did not take off. In 2017,
the website was revamped and the new WSHAsia
Logo was introduced.

My angel investor, my dad...
After exhausting almost S$100,000 in establishing
WSHAsia throughout the years, the end of 2019
was the deadline I had set to cease operation if
no new funds were injected.
I was planning to look for an angel investor. However,
I was worried that with an investor, it might
change the purpose of this initiative. Therefore,
ceasing the business was very much the choice.
25th August 2019 marked the darkest day for
my family when our dad passed on. Never have
I imagined that my first angel investor would be
my dad, Wat Cheong Keong, (who is now an angel
with God). He had left me some of his savings that
allowed me to keep WSHAsia going for another year.
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Co-founder Jason Woods who is residing in
Dubai joined us in early 2020. I was hoping for a
likeminded partner with the same passion to bring
WSHAsia to the next level. Jason has brought us
networks and coverage into the Middle East and
Africa region since the collaboration.

World of Safety & Health Asia
New & Innovative Solution Award 2020
2020 marks the first World of Safety & Health
Asia New & Innovative Solution Award 2020. This
award was planned to happen in 2017 but was
postpone due to the worries of our inability to
garner enough support and entries.
In 2019, I decided to host this award in 2020.
However, after we had made all the plans, news of
a new coronavirus emerges.
We decided to go ahead with this award and to
our surprise, we had received 41 award entries in
this first event!

I sincerely thank them for encouraging me, giving
me advice, and lending me a helping hand in
many ways conceptually and till the very end of
this award.
Dr. Vincent Ho
Ms. Lee Ailing
Mr. Quek Chin Tun

Mr. Bernie Doyle

Mr. Ng Siak Chew

Mr. Victor Kwong

Mr. Bernard Soh

Mr. Darren Brunton

World of Safety & Health Asia
Online Platform
2019 and 2020 saw the most activities. WSHAsia
is officially World of Safety & Health Asia.
We launched the first business to a business
marketplace with more than 2,000 solutions.
Users can request for quotation directly to more
than 100 vendors!
Our first issue of World of Safety & Health Online
Magazine was launched on the 15th of June 2020
and was shared with more than 25,000 readers
through 17 of our supporting organizations.
Finally, I must thank Team WSHAsia, who is
formed by an international remote specialist from
Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines & Dubai. It is my
honor to have such wonderful personalities in our
team; Professional and well respected indeed!
Raymond Wat | Founder

Jason Woods | Co-Founder

Kajol Manoharlal | Editor

Melvin Delima | Creative Specialist

Special thanks to...
Without these beautiful people, I would not have
the courage to start something that has not been
done before in this region – organizing the World
of Safety & Health Award!
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Cheang Hao Ying | Web Developer
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Our commitment towards teaching others as safety
professionals speaks for itself. After being involved in
the working at height industry for 30 years my journey
has been with many highs and lows.

Congratulations to all the award recipients who have
successfully curbed innovative designs to keep the world
a safer place. It brings me so much joy to be able to
witness such an eventful accomplishment during the
toughest yet most challenging time in the year.

Arriving in the Middle East almost a decade ago with a vision
of helping others in which I have succeeded in many pathways
joining friends on the way from Middle East and South Asia.
My involvement with international safety organisations has
been outstanding from ASSP, Energy Institute, IIRSM, IOSH
and OSSHIA where practitioners lead the way.

Jason Woods
Co-Founder
World of Safety and Health Asia

I was invited to support WSH Asia as the dreaded covid19
hit us hard, assisting to develop the first safety E – Magazine
with a goal of sharing our experiences helping other safety
professionals with each message. The WSH Asia team
achieved a massive step in the safety field, our supporting
partners have been outstanding from Jason Anker, Rebecca
Kelly, Leonora Franklin and many more...

World of Safety and Health Asia has continuously served its
platform as an informative tool for all safety professionals across
Asia and the Middle East. It is rather uplifting to share the ideas
of creative minds that had put in so much hard work to achieve a
great deal in this industry.

Kajol Manoharlal
Editor
World of Safety and Health Asia

The main focus of the award is to congratulate the deserving
recipients for their outstanding products and services. It
is indeed an honor to share these pages with reputable
recipients. World of Safety and Health Asia strongly introduces
this edition with articles highlighting the best inventions of
products and services by addressing the support needed for
safety practitioners on their safety journey.

Looking forward to our next edition this coming December 15th
where great articles already await.

We are amazed by the latest innovation, ideas, and services
that the award recipients had invented to create impact from a
local to a global level. We are empowered and comforted by the
fact that there are safety solutions out there to fulfill missions
of keeping the world safe. By doing what they do, WSHAsia
gets to fulfill its mission by delivering the message that we
all have a voice and the power to make a difference with the
information we share through our platform.

Final message, stay safe and help each other......

I also wish to acknowledge the contributions made by the
dedicated members of WSHAsia for the recent success of
our magazine, which is a testimony to their commitment.
Finally, I would like to thank you, the contributors, and the
readers of the World of Safety and Health Asia, for your
interest in our e-magazine.
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About WSHAsia Award
World of Safety & Health (WSHAsia) Awards 2020 recognizes excellence within the
safety industry based on new & innovative solutions that improve workplace safety
and health.
WSHAsia would like to thank all 41 entries who have been a part of the WSHAsia
Awards 2020. All entries were submitted for judgments to the renowned figures in the
safety and health industry from Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong SAR, and Australia
Judges were given the choice to select an entry that were outstanding based on the
new & innovative solutions in regards to their respective knowledge. Each star on
the trophy indicates the number of judges that were impressed by the entry of the
recipients. Each judge were entitled to one vote per entry.

First safety & health solutions award in Asia

WSHAsia extends their special hand to all sponsors and supporting organizations
as follows:
Official Event Sponsors: KBA Training Centre Pte Ltd, TUV Austria
Supporting Organisations: National Safety Council Singapore,
Singapore Institution of Safety Officers

OFFICIAL EVENT SPONSORS

Strategic Partner: OS+H Asia
Exclusive partner: Messe Düsseldorf Asia
The WSHAsia Awards promotes the importance of innovation and highlights the
highest standards of excellence within safety and health in the workplace. The
award provides recipients who are manufacturers or vendors a pride of place in the
industry, by receiving the prestigious recognition at the World of Safety & Health
Award. Once again World of Safety and Health Asia expresses their utmost gratitude
for all of those who had been a part of this award.

Organised by:

Supporting organisations:

Strategic partner:

Exclusive partner:

Who are the judges
for this award
Victor Kwong | Mr. Victor Kwong is known as the General Manager of Corporate
Sustainability of Hong Kong and China Gas Co. Ltd. He is also the Director of Business
Environment Council (HK), President of The Hong Kong Federation of Occupational
Safety and Health Associations, Past President of Hong Kong Occupational Safety
& Health Association, member of Construction Industry Council (HK) Committee
on Construction Safety, member of the Labor Advisory Board – OSH Committee
(HK), member of the ECF Research Projects Vetting Subcommittee and more.
Victor has more than 35 years of experience in the areas of corporate sustainability,
environmental protection, occupational health and safety, fire protection, crisis
management and security protection. He coordinates the corporation’s effort to
improve sustainability and safety performance through effective risk management
system, energy saving programs, carbon reduction and climate change risk reduction.

Ir Dr. Vincent Ho | Ir Dr. Vincent Ho, is known as the 52nd president of Institutional of
Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH). He is the founding Chairman of Hong Kong
Association of Risk Management and Safety. During his past days, he had served as
the President of International Association of Probabilistic Safety Assessment and
Management, and the President of Southern California Society for Risk Analysis. He
has over 35 years of experience in transportation, nuclear, aerospace, and defence
industries. Vincent is the Head of Corporate Safety for MTR Corporation, a privatized
company which is listed in the Hong Kong Stock Exchange responsible for metro
railway operations serving passengers daily in Hong Kong, the UK, Sweden, Australia,
and Mainland China.

Bernie Doyle | Bernie Doyle has actively worked in the automotive industry, in both
supply organizations and manufacturing, which included over 20 years with General
Motors in the UK. He has been a Director of the NSCA for over 25 years and is the
current Chairman of the company, for nearly 15 years. He is an honorary life member
of the NSCA and was recognized by the South Australian government in 2005 with an
award for Outstanding Achievements in the area of Health and Safety. He retired early
2014 and as to his commitment to the National Safety Council of Australia, Bernie
also consults to a number of small to medium organizations through his company
Improvement Inc. He also serves as a Director on a number of Boards. Furthermore,
Bernie was appointed as the Secretary General of APOSHO, Asian Pacific Occupational
Safety Health Organization in 2018.

Dato’ (Dr) Kanagaraja | Dato’ (Dr) Kanagaraja is the Managing Director of MOSHPA
Global Academy. He is the President of the Malaysian Occupational Safety & Health
Professionals’ Association (MOSHPA); President of the Malaysian Indian Chamber
of Commerce (MAICOM); President of the Rotary Club Bukit Komanwel; Vice President
of Malaysia-Asia Pacific Chamber of Commerce; President of Gabungan PersatuanPersatuan India Negeri Sembilan; Council Member of the National Council for
Occupational Safety & Health Malaysia (NCOSH) and the Co-organiser for the
35th APOSHO Conference & Seminar 2020 Malaysia.

Soh Hong Kuan Bernard | Mr. Bernard Soh Hong Kuan is the current elected
President of The Singapore Institution of Safety Officers (SISO) since 2016. He leads
SISO in myriad WSH-related programmes and activities in order to achieve its vision:
“to be the leading institution for the advancement of the WSH profession”. Bernard is
also the Senior HSE Manager at Worley Engineering Singapore Pte Ltd.

Management
system
certifications
To obtain a copy of
certification quotation
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Judge Says:

Its 5-second pre-shock pause between compression cycles is among
the shortest in the industry, making the device one of the fastest at
delivering a shock.

Soh Hong Kuan Bernard

CPR Required

Dedication to Saving Lives
Drives Innovation in the
ZOLL AED 3
▎ ZOLL Medical Singapore

Named after founder Paul M. Zoll, M.D., a pioneer in cardiac pacing and
defibrillation, ZOLL Medical was built on a strong foundation of clinical care
and innovation that has continued for four decades.
In 2002, ZOLL® launched the AED Plus®
defibrillator with real-time CPR feedback through
Real CPR Help®. For the first time, rescuers
received feedback for high-quality CPR. Today
more than half a million AED Plus automated
external defibrillators (AEDs) are providing
medics and lay rescuers everywhere with the best
support when treating victims of cardiac arrest.
14

The latest
guidelines from
resuscitation
councils worldwide
are clear:
Successful
defibrillation must
be supported by
high-quality CPR to
ensure victims of
sudden cardiac
arrest (SCA) have a
higher chance of
survival.
So how can rescuers tell if they are in compliance?
The importance of early, uninterrupted chest
compressions is emphasised throughout the
guidelines. Rescuers should not have to guess.
They need certainty, and that certainty may well
give them the power to save a life.

Enhanced Real CPR Help

The ZOLL AED 3 defibrillator will guide you
through the process of performing high-quality
CPR and will, if needed, deliver a potentially
lifesaving shock to the heart. ZOLL’s proprietary
Real CPR Help technology helps guide rescuers
in performing high-quality CPR, in accordance
with the most recent guidelines.

Now we’re taking it further: the ZOLL AED 3®
is a cutting-edge AED with unrivalled smart
technology that delivers unmatched support
for rescuers together with low total cost of
ownership.

WORLD OF SAFETY & HEALTH DIGITAL MAGAZINE
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Clinically proven to
improve CPR
performance by up
to 277%, Real CPR
Help technology has
a full colour display
with vivid rescue
images, a CPR cycle
timer and a large
colour bar gauge
that shows CPR
compression depth.
A calm voice
prompts you with “PUSH HARDER” or “GOOD
COMPRESSIONS”. The voice will tell you to pause
while it completes a heart analysis and will then alert
you if a shock is needed or if you should resume CPR
until emergency healthcare personnel arrive.
Watch this video to see how Real CPR Help
guides rescuers in performing CPR.

Integrated Paediatric Rescue
The universal design of the
CPR Uni-padz™ electrode
pads gives rescuers a
single, confident solution
for both adult and
paediatric victims of SCA.
There is no need to change
to a different set of
paediatric pads to rescue
a child. The same set of
pads are used by simply
pressing the child button to activate the child
mode. The ZOLL AED 3 offers another industry
first – 5 years shelf life on paediatric pads.

15
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Automated Remote Monitoring of
AED Readiness
A SCA victim’s best chance of survival depends
on immediate CPR and a rescuer with an AED. But
just having an AED available is not enough. It is just
as important to ensure that all the managed AEDs in
a facility are ready to deliver a lifesaving shock, and
that lay responders are trained to use the devices.
The ZOLL AED 3
features WiFi
connectivity, which
enables automatic
reporting of device
status through ZOLL’s
cloud – connected AED
management
programme, PlusTrac
– giving you confidence
your AED will always be
ready in an emergency.
PlusTrac helps you stay on top of all aspects of
maintaining an AED programme from immediate
notifications of device failure to expiration of pads
and batteries and even the CPR/AED training
status of your organization’s first responders.
The ZOLL AED 3 provides organizations an
effective way of remotely monitoring any
AEDs anywhere in the world, and simplifies
AED management for every level of user in an
organization. In a world of new norms, the
ZOLL AED 3 supports a safe work environment by
eliminating the need for manual human inspections.

Long-Life Consumables
A low cost of ownership is made possible by the
use of universal adult/paediatric electrode pads
and a smart battery that both last an industryleading 5 years.
More importantly, long-lasting batteries and pads
increase readiness by reducing the maintenance
frequency.

Smart Battery
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The ZOLL AED 3
incorporates a smart battery
that can report its power
level status on the device’s
LCD screen, or transmit it

automatically over WiFi to PlusTrac. If the smart
battery is low on capacity, an email notification will
be sent to the AED manager.

RapidShock™ Analysis
ZOLL’s RapidShock™ Analysis enables the
industry’s shortest rhythm analysis for more
continuous life-saving CPR. Minimizing
pauses improves CPR quality and can improve
patient outcomes from sudden cardiac arrest.
RapidShock analysis can analyze a patient’s
heart rhythm in 3 seconds, enabling delivery of
the shock in as little as 5 seconds.

An AED For All Types of Rescuers
The ZOLL AED 3® BLS is has the option of
being configured for the use of a lay rescuer or
professional rescuer, all in one AED. No matter
where the AED will be deployed to (be it on the
factory floor or in the nurse’s clinic), you can be
sure that the ZOLL AED 3 BLS was designed to fit
the needs of all types of rescuers.
For professional rescuers – the ZOLL AED 3 BLS
defibrillator provides in-depth rescue support
to treat both adult and child victims of sudden
cardiac arrest. The ZOLL AED 3 BLS guides
rescuers in delivering high-quality CPR, and
is one of the fastest AEDs in the industry at
delivering a shock after chest compressions stop
– two critical components to increasing a victim’s
chance of survival.
Advanced connectivity options on the ZOLL AED 3
and ZOLL AED 3 BLS allows holistic patient care
from pre-hospital to healthcare providers. The
device will automatically transmit a post-event
cardiac arrest event data to AED managers for
post-event record keeping, as well as healthcare
providers, providing a more comprehensive history
of the patient’s care.
To see the ZOLL AED 3 in action, watch this
video.
Visit www.zoll.com to learn more about
ZOLL AEDs.

▎ ZOLL Medical Singapore
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HiCharm TSM & HiCharm
Cloud Tower Crane Safety
Monitoring System Design
▎ Hicharm Technology Sdn Bhd

Keywords: Tower Crane Safety Monitoring, Anti-Collision, Internet of Things.

Judge Says:

The hazards of tower cranes are very common and a problem area
to most safety practitioners. Very innovative with a number of latest
technologies include big data, AI, Facial Recognition, etc.
More importantly, the price of the product is reasonable.

Victor Kwong

Introduction
In recent years, the wide application of the
Internet of Things technology has provided a new
way of thinking for the design of the tower crane
safety monitoring system.
The HiCharm TSM is designed with a three-tiered
network:
1. The sensing detection network transforms
the critical operating parameters such as
load, moment, height, trolley slewing, swing
direction, wind speed, luffing angle, etc. into
visual data through the RAM core processing
system. It provides the basic data for the
anti-collision operation and real-time online
monitoring of the tower crane

3. A cloud service network to enable remote realtime monitoring. HiCharm TSM through 4G/
5G mobile network upload operational data to
the cloud server at every two-second interval.
The Cloud server will record the entire life
cycle of the tower operational data, cumulative
operating data, alarm data, etc. This data can
be viewed and downloaded anytime, anywhere
via a mobile app, PC browser.

HiCharm TSM Monitoring Terminal

Summary
Tower cranes play an important role in the
construction industry. Working with tower cranes
creates several safety hazards in any construction
site. Unsafe working practices at the site may
cause potential injuries risk, costly damages to
buildings or materials, and even fatalities.
Tower Crane Safety Monitoring system (HiCharm
TSM) is the combined use of Internet of Things
technology and Sensor Detection Technology

that enable the critical tower crane operation
parameters such as the load, moment, height,
trolley slewing, swing direction, wind speed,
luffing angle, etc. into the visual digital display
to provide the tower crane operators as auxiliary
operation assistance.
The same tower crane working parameters will also
be uploaded to HiCharm Cloud and the data will
be shared via the IoT-Cloud Platform (HiCharm
Cloud) to other remote users for a real-time online
safety monitoring of the tower cranes.

2. The group tower communication network is
based on the Fast ZigBee protocol enable
flexible and efficient processing for tower
cranes anti-collision communication

HiCharm TSM Monitoring Terminal display is
designed from the tower crane's operating
perspective.
HiCharm TSM Monitoring Terminal display will
assist the tower crane operator to carry out the
lifting operation safely by the following features:
1. The external compass will show when the
tower is swinging, the compass rotates, and
the boom display is always consistent with the
crane operator line of sight.

SEPTEMBER 2020
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2. The internal gray circle will indicate the current
tower crane operating radius. The graphic
display will enable the operator to know the
current boom position to prevent it from
colliding with the surrounding obstructions.
3. Compass Outside SemiArc: Indicates tower
cranes collision area.
When the two or more
tower cranes encroach
into the same collision
area, a sound and light
alarm appears on the
terminal screen.
4. Red Fan Shape:
Indicates tower crane
restricted area. When
the tower cranes
encroach into the
restricted/ obstructed area, a sound and light
alarm appears on the terminal screen.
5. Polygons of Different Colours and Shapes:
Indicates obstacle below the tower crane boom,
combined with the current hook height for color
differentiation, when the hook height is higher
than the obstacle (shown as green) indicate a
safe passage. When the hook height is lower
than the obstacle (shown as red) represent the
hook is unable to pass.

Key Features of HiCharm Cloud
& HiCharm TSM:
1. Identity Verification by
Facial Recognition
Technology to enable
only authorized
operators to operate the
tower crane thus
eliminating any crane
operated by an illegal/
incompetent crane
operator.
2. Provide online
monitoring & control of
the crane operation by
providing Real-Time
data/ operational
safety parameters.

20

3. Provide Real-Time Alarm Notification for an
operation that exceeded the allowed operation
parameter.

4. Record and save keeping the Real-Time Data
in the Cloud of the crane operating conditions
allowing a detailed/ thorough forensic
investigation should any accident happened.
5. Provide Real-Time Video Surveillance and
Recording of crane operations.

6. Provide exact Tower Crane position by Global
Positioning System;

7. Provide Zoning & Anti-Collision System,
Hicharm TSM will detect potential danger/
collision and prevent the crane from entering
into the Danger Zone;

8. Provide and recording site personnel working
hour, such as tower crane operator, technician;

9. Provide Task Management Function for
Repairing, Maintenance, Erection, and Erection
of Tower Crane. All Task Assignment records to
be save kept in Hicharm Cloud;

10. Provide Task Assignment History &
Real-Time e-Reporting;

11. Provide Online Equipment Deactivation;
12. Provide actual & exact working time of the
Tower Crane. System Provides statistic for
Tower Crane Life-Cycle Analysis;

13. Provide Mobile Apps in iOS & Android and
also Website page Access.

Summary

HiCharm Technology Sdn Bhd with its many years
of industry experience aims to be a reliable and
practical system provider for the tower cranes
globally.

▎ HiCharm Technology Sdn Bhd

No.3, Jalan Tago 5, Taman Perindustrian Tago
52200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-6273 3939 | Fax: +603-6275 3939
Mobile : Anthony Au +6016-3388159,
			
Chris Yip +6012-4909091
E-mail : info@hicharmtech.com
			
anthony@hicharmtech.com
			
chris@hicharmtech.com
Website : www.hicharmtech.com
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Judge Says:

It would improve wellness, reduce obesity & back pain by
promoting active movement while working.

Soh Hong Kuan Bernard

ERGOWORKS recognises the increasing demands,
and decided to craft a minimalist workstation
packed with ergonomic factors and active
elements within one device. ERGOWORKS aims to
provide a breakthrough and practical solution for
all home and office users to fill this gap.
The team researched and studied options and
designs developed in past, present and future
concepts. Eventually, the team decided on an
innovative hybrid of ergonomic adjustable work
desk and gym quality stationery cycling bike.
The end result is a clever design with outstanding
aesthetic look, highly practical workstation and
simplicity to use for work and wellbeing equipment.
ERGOWORKS All-In-One Desk Bike packs with
endless fun & functionalities for almost everyone
at home & workspace, either use for relax &

leisure, focus at work & collaborative meeting or
purely exercise is a joyful all rounded equipment
to own at home and office.
The benefits of maintaining a work + active
balance lifestyle will see a reduction on personal
or corporate insurance & medical expenditures,
improved mental health with positive mindset,
improved staff’s morale and teamwork, healthier
body boosts better work efficiency, save money
to sign up a gym membership and save traveling
time too.
This ergonomically and high quality built
ERGOWORKS All-In-One Desk Bike has a small
footprint and fits perfectly at various sizes of
homes, offices, break out area, hotel, airport
lounge, co-share working space, building lobby,
or almost anywhere.

ERGOWORKS
All-In-One
Desk Bike
▎ IMPACT LIFESTYLE INC. PTE LTD

ERGOWORKS All-In-One Desk Bike was conceptualized & designed for modern
houses and offices where time, space and wellbeing should be efficiently managed
for all stakeholders.

22
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The mobility of equipment aided by the durable
360-degree swivel caster wheels, allow users to move
the ERGOWORKS All-In-One Desk Bike between
spaces or room to room effortlessly. The user’s
safety is further assured with the gravity sensor
wheel locks that keep the ERGOWORKS All-In-One
Desk Bike from rolling or moving when using it.
Smooth bi-directional pedalling allows users to go
forward and backward pedalling. The professional
grade of adjustable magnetic tension allows 8
adjustable settings to customize the intensity of
cycling resistance and level of exercise while users
pedalling. The pneumatic adjustment lever at seat
allows users to adjust their seat to desired height
within seconds.
Full-motion adjustable desktop with forward,
backward, up and down height adjusting
movement is great to combat the bad health arises
from sedentary sitting, these functions allow users
alternating between sitting or standing posture,
greatly improves blood circulation for a better
spinal health, longer span of focused mind and
healthier heart.

This innovative design spiked new ideas and laid
foundation in developing future homes and offices
workstation with merger of active ergonomic &
exercise elements, the methodology on producing
lesser number of durable goods help to reduce
carbon footprint. More than 90% of parts applied on
ERGOWORKS All-In-One Desk Bike able recyclable
at the end of its product life, ERGOWORKS strive
and aims to improve human’s safety, health, and
sustainability of our global eco system.
Under the current pandemic of Covid-19, majority
of employees are working from home, and
the restricted outdoor activities caused much
inconveniences to many and increasing the risk of
unhealthy body for many too. ERGOWORKS
All-In-One Desk Bike provides an instant solution
of tiny workstation with mobility, functionality and
exercise, keep working without compromising health.
For more information on ERGOWORKS All-In-One
Desk Bike, please visit our official website
www.ergoworks.com.sg

▎ IMPACT LIFESTYLE INC. PTE LTD

The assembled device is ready to go right out of
the box for an immediate use. The ultra-quiet
operation poses a perfect choice for courteous
office and home use without disturbing other coworkers or family members.
24
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A very comprehensive and convenient OSH platform.

Victor Kwong

How does it work? It’s simple and easy.
1. Activate a Safe365 subscription from the
website based on your size of business
2. Create your company profile and set your maturity
goals – basic, beyond compliance or best practice
3. Complete the online maturity assessment for
your organization

Award-Winning Safety Software
– For Every Business
▎ Safe 365

Are you leaving the safety of your workforce and the future of your business success
to the flip of a coin? If you are not taking practical, proactive steps to identify and
manage health, safety, and well-being risks, then the answer is probably YES!
Until now, delivering health and safety risk
management has been the domain of highly-priced,
complicated software solutions – well out of reach
for everyday SME businesses.

innovative product has seen over 4,000 businesses
take the step up to ensure the safety of their
workforce and the sustainability and compliance of
their business.

Introducing Safe365 – Intelligent health
and safety software, for business

In addition to winning a 2020 WSH Asia Technology
Innovation Award, Safe365 is also a finalist in the
International Institute of Risk Management (IIRSM)
Innovation Award for 2020, further recognizing the
game-changing approach to safety simplification
using easy, intuitive digital tools on the job and in
the boardroom, every day.

Safe365 is your digital health and safety advisor,
governance, and management solution all bundled
into one simple product that you can use right out
of the box for a fraction of the price of traditional
management system solutions. This highly
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4. Unlock your interactive dashboard and your
company Safe365 Safety Index – a real-time,
live gap analysis profile of your company’s
health and safety maturity, highlighting your
strengths and areas for improvement
5. Access market benchmarking data to
understand how your business compares to the
market on health & safety maturity
6. Activate the Safe365 smartphone app and
connect your team members to your company’s
Safe365 profile. Now you can capture incidents,
risks & hazards, set up customized audit,
inspection, and safety process flows, log leader
safety observations, and regularly survey your
team to understand how they are feeling about
health and safety in their workplace.
7. Extract data, reports, insights to communicate
key health and safety information to leaders
in the business, ensuring safety officer and
executive management/director due diligence is
being exercised.

platform users – part of Safe365’s extensive focus
on customer care, ensuring value is realized for
every customer.
As quoted recently by an executive team member
in a large public sector customer “SAFE365 IS SO
EASY TO USE. THAT’S THE BEAUTY OF IT. YOU DO
NOT NEED TO BE A HEALTH & SAFETY EXPERT TO
USE THIS PRODUCT…IT TAKES THE FEAR AWAY
FROM STARTING THE JOURNEY”.
In effect, this has created a “Safe365 community”
where thousands of businesses can all benefit
from great ideas and thinking to collectively
improve health and safety maturity and keep
workers safe on the job. This drives right at the
core of Safe365’s purpose, mission, and values
as a company. Globally 2.78 million (yes, million!)
people are killed as a result of work-related harm.
More than 378 million people have an accident
that causes them to be unable to work for at least
4 days - a global economic impact of almost 4%
of global GDP. Safe365 was created to reduce
workplace harm. This is achieved by providing
clients with leading-edge, innovative digital tools
that create stronger safety leadership, foster
safer attitudes and behaviors & underpin effective
decision making.

Supporting customers to reduce harm,
be compliant and improve business
performance
Safe365 uniquely takes a customer-centric
approach to develop and evolving the software as
a service… this means regular (usually every 2-4
weeks) features are added into the product, based
on customer feedback and input, and released for
all customers to enjoy and benefit from. Customers
are also provided with free access to Safe365
University, an e-learning portal to support
SEPTEMBER 2020
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Quick Facts:
∎ 4,000 businesses using Safe365 from micro
SME’s to large enterprises
∎ Safety & risk governance, management and
daily routines SaaS solution
∎ Smartphone App – Available from Google Play
and Apple Stores

A focus on safety maturity is good
for business
There are many benefits for your business by
placing a focus on increasing your health and
safety maturity. These benefits go far beyond the
two obvious benefits of keeping workers safe and
meeting legal compliance obligations. Benefits
include reduce insurance claims which result in
reduced premiums, increased team engagement,
commitment, and productivity, improved
employment brand (more great workers will want to
work for your business!). A strong approach to safety
makes your business more attractive to your clients,
giving you a competitive edge because people value
businesses that look after their workers.
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∎ Single site through to custom plans to support
multi-national companies
∎ Visibility of supplier safety maturity
∎ Microsoft Azure-hosted software as a service
∎ SME Subscription Plans start from just
SGD 49/month.
Don’t leave the safety of your workforce and the
future of your business to the ‘flip of a coin’.
Identify and manage the risks with Safe365, raise
safety maturity in your business, and put the odds
of success in your favor.
Website: www.safe365global.com

▎ Safe 365
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Judge Says:

Wireless technology in personal sampling pumps. The synergistic
pairing of both the hardware and software features, has expanded the
field of application from the traditional compliance personal workplace
monitoring of gases/vapours, to wireless control and monitoring of
sampling data from the pump.

Soh Hong Kuan Bernard

In March 2019, the SmartWave Mobile App was
launched to complement the SKC Pocket Pump
TOUCH. This new development allows users to
start/stop and adjust the sampling flow rate of
the pump using IOS® and/or Android tablets
and phones. The synergistic pairing of both the
hardware and software features has expanded the
field of application from the traditional compliance
personal workplace monitoring of gases/vapors to
wireless control and monitoring of sampling data
from the pump.

SKC Pocket
Pump TOUCH
with SmartWave
Mobile App

▎ SKC Asia HSE Sampling Technologies Pte Ltd
In the advent of this digital age, OS+H professionals will continue
to see advances in monitoring technologies, including connected
worker devices such as wearables and miniature sensors.
The heart of air sampling for compliance personal
workplace monitoring involves a sampling pump
drawing air from a worker’s breathing zone through
an appropriate sample collection media and
followed by laboratory analysis of the samples.
While long-standing regulatory techniques
involving these basic sampling devices will not
change quickly, advances in pump technology are
making air sampling easier and more accurate.
Through extensive research and development,
the SKC Pocket Pump TOUCH with SmartWave
Mobile App is launched, which exemplifies SKC’s
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commitment to quality and innovation in industrial
hygiene sampling equipment.
The new SKC Pocket Pump TOUCH revolutionizes
the OS+H industry by featuring the first wireless
touch-screen low-flow personal sampling pump,
with Bluetooth connectivity, extended battery
run times, an exhaust port for bag sampling, USB
charging, and more in a miniature pump that fits in
a pocket. When used with SKC sampling media such
as sorbent sample tubes, the Pocket Pump TOUCH
is efficient and accurate for performing TWA, STEL,
and Ceiling sampling for organic gases and vapors.
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The need for having remote control and
communications to air sampling devices
becomes clear. It is insufficient to monitor the
hazards alone; technologies must be available,
so that essential stakeholders such as workers,
managers, and emergency responders can
communicate the results in real-time. By utilizing
wireless communications, modern sample pumps,
such as the SKC Pocket Pump TOUCH, can
send their operating status, remaining battery
running time, current flow rate, and total sampled
volume to personal mobile devices. These data
are essential to know how the actual sampling
process is being performed, and all data can be
viewed from a distance, without interrupting the
worker or the work.

SEPTEMBER 2020

In essence, the ability and convenience to
receive the information on pump condition and
status of the sampling session, plus control
devices remotely, increase the overall safety and
productivity by eliminating unintentional errors,
and also reassure modern safety and health
professionals that the samples will be delivered
with confidence on the sampling quality.
The OS+H Industry is modernizing before our very
eyes. Wireless technology in personal sampling
pumps will become one of the many modern tools
of the trade for IH professionals.

▎ SKC Asia HSE Sampling
Technologies Pte Ltd
www.skc-asia.com
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Judge Says:

uvex 1 G2
Safety
Shoes
▎ uvex

The future is full of energy with the pioneering
uvex 1 G2 safety shoes, covering protection
class S1 and S2. uvex’s innovative polyurethane
sole technology – uvex i-PUREnrj – redefines
shock absorption and stability by recovering
the landing energy from across the whole sole
and returning it to the wearer. The result:
more energy, noticeably greater comfort, and
significantly lower fatigue in the feet.
Foot protection with measurably
greater relief

A combination of shock absorption and
energy return

The innovative product system boasts an
ergonomic fit, lightweight design, and

Every time a person takes a step, a multiple
of their own bodyweight acts upon the knees,
muscles, and ligaments. The human body already
has several ways to absorb energy and, to a
certain extent, return it to optimize movement
patterns. Work shoes with a midsole that returns
energy can therefore provide the wearer with
extra support and prevent muscle fatigue. But
how do shoes return energy? The impact force
that acts on the sole when walking is absorbed
by the sole in the form of energy and then
released again when the wearer pushes off the
ground. This means the muscles have to “work”
less, preventing symptoms of fatigue.

ideal climate characteristics. This makes our
safety shoes more comfortable to wear and
gives them optimal flexibility — so maximum
performance can be achieved at all times, even
under extreme conditions.
∎ 100% higher energy absorption than that
specified by the EN ISO 20345 standard
∎ 66% energy recovery in the heel
∎ 59% energy recovery in the forefoot
∎ 29% higher shock absorption than standard
polyurethane soles after 1000 km of use

A pair of sharp comfortable safety shoes will make workers want to wear
it at work and even off work. Nice.

Ir Dr. Vincent Ho

A pair of work shoes must also offer a certain
amount of shock absorption (or energy intake) to
cushion the impact on the foot when walking or in
the event of a fall. A high level of shock absorption
is essential when a person’s full body weight
acts upon the foot. This reduces the impact on
the knees, ligaments, and tendons when the heel
strikes the ground. By contrast, a high level of
impact energy return supports the muscles during
the forward movement as the forefoot pushes off
the ground. To put it simply, high shock absorption
in the heel area and high energy return in the
forefoot area provides vital support for the wearer.

uvex i-PUREnrj – bursting with energy
all day long
uvex uses a unique i-PUREnrj sole material that
successfully combines energy return and shock
absorption in one material across the entire
outsole, and that sets it apart from other highlevel energy-returning shoes.

The material returns the impact energy to the
wearer across the entire sole and combines this
with long-lasting, optimal shock absorption. This
leads to far less foot and leg fatigue, for a full
working day bursting with energy.

▎ uvex

Find out more

∎ 21% less perceived fatigue compared to
standard polyurethane soles
33
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Judge Says:

It comes with a speaking diaphragm which is designed to help provide
easier communication and a quick, easy, one-touch negative pressure
push button seal check provides improved confidence in respirator fit.

Soh Hong Kuan Bernard
Product Description

Approvals

The 3MTM Secure ClickTM Half Facepiece
Reusable Respirator HF- 800 Series helps
protect against certain airborne contaminants.
For use with 3M Secure Click particulate filters
and
gas/vapor cartridges. Dual flow cartridges help
make breathing easier. Available with speaking
diaphragm for improved communication while
you work.

HF-800 Series half facepieces are NIOSH approved
for use with D8000 Series cartridges and filters
D3000 Series and D7000 Series against a variety of
gases, vapors, and particulate hazards.

Key Features
∎ Speaking diaphragm is designed to help
provide easier communication while you work.
∎ Dual flow cartridges and filters allow for easier
breathing.
∎ Push-button seal check helps provide improved
confidence in respirator fit.
∎ Quick, simple cartridge/filter connection.
∎ Lower profile system designed for improved
compatibility with face shields and weld shields.
∎ Faceseal designed to sit lower on the nose
bridge to help improve eyewear compatibility.

Use
When properly fitted and used, these respirators
may be used in contaminant concentrations
up to 10 times the Permissible Exposure Limit
(PEL) with approved 3M cartridges and filters.
Not for use in environments that are immediately
dangerous to life or health (IDLH) or in oxygendeficient environments.

Details
Designed with smart and intuitive features, the
3MTM Secure ClickTM Half Facepiece Reusable
Respirator HF-800 Series is simple, comfortable,
and reliable. It comes with a speaking diaphragm
which is designed to help provide easier
communication while you work. The quick, easy,
one-touch negative pressure push-button seal
check provides improved confidence in respirator fit.
The 3MTM Secure ClickTM Half Facepiece Reusable
Respirator HF-800 Series helps protect against
particulates and/or a wide variety of gases and
vapors when used with approved 3MTM Secure
ClickTM filters and cartridges. This facepiece
comes with many innovative features that make
it the next generation in comfort, breathability,
and simplicity.
The HF-800 Series comes with a push-button
seal check, allowing users to conduct a negative
pressure seal check easily and quickly, before each
use. The push-button seal check provides increased
worker confidence that the respirator is being worn
properly. The speaking diaphragm is designed
to help provide easier communication while you
work. The silicone flex-joint face seal provides a
softer feel for more comfort on the wearer's face.

3MTM Secure ClickTM Half Facepiece
Reusable Respirator HF-800 Series
▎ 3M

Next-generation comfort, breathability and simplicity.
SEPTEMBER 2020
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The advanced silicone face seal material also
offers increased durability for extended facepiece
life. The HF-800 Series head cradle buckles are
easy to use with two-way adjustability – pull
straps to tighten, squeeze the buckle wings to
loosen. The exhalation valve helps direct exhaled
breath and moisture downward. The HF-800
Series facepiece is a low profile with a sweptback filter/cartridge design to help provide
compatibility with certain welding and grinding
shields.
The 3MTM Secure ClickTM Half Facepiece Reusable
Respirator HF-800 Series is NIOSH-approved for
use with 3MTM Secure ClickTM style cartridges
and filters. This Secure Click connection style
enables a quick, simple connection of the filters
and/or cartridges. Simply align the connections on
the facepiece and cartridge and/or filter and push
until you hear a click.
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The innovative Secure Click connection provides
wearers confidence that filters and cartridges are
installed properly. Also, Secure Click cartridges
are dual-flow to allow easier breathing. Two
dual-flow cartridges on each respirator combine
to create the world’s first quad-flow cartridge
system with four airflow paths providing greater
breathability and comfort.

▎ 3M Singapore
Personal Safety Division
10 Ang Mo Kio Street 65, Techpoint, #01-01
Singapore 569059
Phone: 6450 8888
Website

3M PSD products are occupational use only.
3M and Secure Click are trademarks of 3M Company. © 3M 2020.
All rights reserved.
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Judge Says:

Impressive features that are different from the existing ones.

Dato’ (Dr) Kanagaraja

On the field, with a continuous flow of valued data,
HSE can immediately act locally upon a specific
detection, or change the process after a period of
data gathering. The goal is to highlight co-activity
zones and timespans to mitigate them and find
safer ways of working.
As a result, and based on the exceptional Blaxtair
system performances, the Blaxtair Connect
solution allows HSE managers to prevent risks and
hazardous behavior in a unique way.

BLAXTAIR CONNECT
▎ ARCURE

Blaxtair Connect is a connectivity option associated with the Blaxtair pedestrian
proximity detection system, an A.I. powered pedestrian proximity detection system
installed on forklift trucks and heavy-duty vehicles to prevent people-machine
collisions. Blaxtair Connect allows the fleet manager to benefit from a web-based
overview on the Blaxtair systems, a site near-miss heatmap, detections statistics,
remote maintenance, operational status, and failure detection. The solution
consists of a telematics box to be installed on a vehicle (industrial, off-road),
an antenna (4G or wifi transmitter), and connection cables.
By providing crucial metrics and safety
indicators, our solution promotes safety at work
with the opportunity to download meaningful
data for display. Data reports allow the company
to check the detection trends and targets for the
coming period.

Blaxtair is now rolling out this new solution worldwide
at a moment when demand for connectivity solutions
if growing quickly on the market.
For more information please contact our
Project Manager Europe Anthime Ferrieu
(anthime.ferrieu@blaxtair.com) or our
Business Development Manager APAC Antoine
Nourisson (antoine.nourisson@blaxtair.com).

▎ ARCURE

www.blaxtair.com

In other words, this solution aims at being the
baseline standard soon to benchmark safety at
work. A real game-changer!

Near-miss accidents, hazardous zone
geolocalization, and statistical safety metrics
insights have never been pushed this far by any
safety device on the market. More importantly,
detections heatmaps, site safety ranking, and
shift analysis provide a new way of working for
HSE managers.
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Judge Says:

There are 2 components to disinfecting any surface effectively:
an effective disinfectant solution and the method of application. In
current situation, it fulfil the purpose in helping companies to adopt
enhanced cleaning and sanitation procedures in creating a safer and
cleaner workplaces.

Soh Hong Kuan Bernard
New Techniques to the OS+H Industry
There are two components to disinfecting any
surface effectively: an effective disinfectant
solution and the method of application.
The Phytogreen Phyto PA-T247 Plus+ solution
is purposefully formulated from not one, but two
ingredients with active microbial properties.
Many known and effective plant extracts are used
for cleaning purposes; several plants have also
been extensively studied for their antibacterial
activities against different pathogenic microbial
species. As such, one part of the Phytogreen
Phyto PA-T247 Plus+ contains plant extracts
with natural antimicrobial properties. When
combined with a second ingredient in the form
of alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride, the
combined dual 2-in-1 antimicrobial properties
are effective in disinfecting surfaces.

Technology to promote OS+H
Amid this COVID-19 pandemic and with the gradual opening of workplaces in our
region, workers may again be at risk of exposure to the virus that causes coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19). Given the latest situation that workers are starting to
return to their workplace, employers and employees must all take responsibility in
taking steps to create a safe and healthy workplace to protect all stakeholders!
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solution is formulated from our very own biotech
R&D facility in Singapore to fulfill this purpose
in helping companies adopt enhanced cleaning
and sanitation procedures in creating a safer and
cleaner workplace for the employees.
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During an outbreak of a new virus-like COVID-19,
no products exist in the market that can make
claims to kill the virus. This is due to the simple
fact that the virus was not available to test, and
it can take more than a year to get a viral claim
approved by a regulatory agency. For this reason,
the Phytogreen Phyto PA-T247 Plus+ underwent
extensive tests, one of which involves testing with
the non-enveloped Coliphage virus strain as an
indicator strain to test the disinfectant efficacy of
the solution.
The traditional surface cleaning approach involves
washing of a surface and followed by a vigorous
wipe-down process with a cloth or sorbent pad.
5 years ago, we, at Ecoappls International,
developed an application technique to rid indoor
premises from nuisance odors with EA-Series
LUEFTER (TM pending) portable surface coater,
to pressurized-charged and finely spray our
cleaning solutions on walls and fixtures in hotel
rooms and shopping galleries. Through a natural
bio-degradation process, odor-causing organic
compounds can be reduced by our solutions to
much simpler and odorless forms.

▎ Ecoappls International Pte. Ltd.

Higher frequencies in cleaning and disinfecting
high-touch surfaces, hard-to-reach areas, and
areas with high human traffic areas are already
becoming a new norm to help reduce the chances
of COVID-19 transmissions in workplaces. As
such, the Phytogreen Phyto PA-T247 Plus+

Coronaviruses on surfaces are among the
easiest to kill with the appropriate disinfectant
product. Viruses can be separated into classes
based on structure, for example in the simplest
form; enveloped (e.g. COVID-19) and nonenveloped virus. Years of research and testing
show that enveloped viruses are usually easier
to kill using disinfectants than non-enveloped
viruses. Of course, there are exceptions to this
generalization.

SEPTEMBER 2020
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We now have a global reach to six international
clienteles using this cleaning technique and our
solutions in creating a signature experience in this
hospitality and service sector. In early March, we
redesigned the application method with the newly
formulated Phytogreen Phyto PA-T247 Plus+
disinfection solution to be deployed in workplaces.
Since the launch of the Phytogreen Phyto PAT247 Plus+ solution and our recommended
application technique with the EA-Series
LUEFTER in early May 2020, several local
workers dormitories, major global hotel chains,
offices, F&B and educational sectors have
already started implementing our products to
safeguard the occupational safety and health
for their workforces. Our select list of notable
clientele includes the worker dormitories of
Poh Wah Group, Neuhaus Engineering, hotels
and apartments under the Sands Hotel Group
(MBS), Marriot International, Japanese School
Singapore, and several local offices.

Contributions to improvement in the
OS+H Industry
“…apart from enhancing the experiences of our
hotel guests, the implemented (Phytogreen PAseries and EA-series LUEFTER) systems have
also improved work productivity and safety.”
- Ms. Shelley Davis, Director of Hotel Services,
ARIA Resort & Casino, Las Vegas, USA.
To safeguard the Occupational Safety and
Health of workers is the primary reason why the
Phytogreen Phyto PA-T247 Plus+ solution was
developed in the first place. For most employers,
protecting workers will depend on emphasizing
basic infection prevention measures. One of which
is to maintain regular housekeeping practices,
including routine cleaning and disinfecting of
surfaces, equipment, and other elements of
the work environment. When choosing cleaning
chemicals, employers should consult credible
reference sources, such as the interim NEAapproved list of cleaning agents against emerging
viral pathogens. Ecoappls International is
delighted to have our product listed on this
national listing.
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Industries are constantly looking for new
technology to create a workforce that is more
productive, more efficient, and more innovative.
Hence, by leveraging these innovations,
workplaces will be able to execute, scale, and
shift far better than before. The application of the
Phytogreen Phyto PA-T247 Plus+ solution will, no
doubt, improve the work productivity significantly,
as formally hard-to-reach areas can now be
cleaned and disinfected with the EA-Series
LUEFTER.
Last but not least, our products are proudly made
in Singapore, the mark of quality and confidence
for the OS+H community.

Reduction of Accidents
For many, the concept of effective cleaning simply
means that their surrounding areas are clean
and orderly. But in a workplace setting, effective
cleaning means much more than that. Effective
cleaning can be the difference between a safe
workplace environment and one that is a ticking
time bomb for workplace accidents!
In light of the developments around Coronavirus
(COVID-19) and the gradual opening of
workplaces, the significance of effective cleaning
is more important than ever before, in facilitating
an environment that is not only safe but
conducive to productivity and staff morale. Safety
consultants have long shown that a clean work
environment not only boosts an entity’s image
and but that it ensures that safety hazards are
eliminated as much as possible.
As the saying goes, “prevention is better than
cure”. At Ecoappls, we passionately believe
that our solutions will help workplaces get ready
for COVID-19. Our low-cost solutions will help
prevent the spread of infections in workplaces
and protect employees and customers. Employers
should start doing these things now, even if
COVID-19 has not arrived in the communities
where they operate.

▎ Ecoappls International Pte. Ltd.
www.ecoappls.com/luefter
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Judge Says:

The team can also better understand when and how gas detectors are being used to provide the best training
Innovative design with big data approach that can help safety
and knowledge related to detector use. Compliance and world-class gas detection management is
practitioners to manage gas safety.
easier than ever, because of Fleet Manager’s integrated real-time data access, automated notifications
Victor
Kwong
of needed actions, ability
to oversee
a geographically spread out fleet of gas detectors and report sharing
capabilities.

Safety io Grid Fleet Manager
▎ MSA

We make tomorrow safer than today
Cloud Software Service for Managing Your
MSA Portable Gas Detection Fleet
Grid Fleet Manager is a web-based service to
streamline the gas detection fleet management
by EHS management personnel such as safety
managers and industrial hygienists. It helps regain
control of their gas detection program so they can
shift their focus to broader safety goals.
It helps them maximize their gas detector uptime
and drive worker accountability from anywhere with
an Internet connection via a Web browser. All data
in transit is encrypted and secured in the virtual
private cloud, and being monitored with AI-based
anomaly detection for additional security. The data
is backed up securely every hour.
A Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) subsidiary of
MSA The Safety Company, Safety io combines
over 100 years of safety equipment expertise with
the speed and innovation of a software start-up.
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Amazon Web Services Internet of Things (AWS IoT)
platform is leveraged to support real-time services.
Safety io has been recognized by Amazon for the
innovative way in which this platform is utilized.
Although this type of service is not new to the
industry, the approach to identifying and resolving
customers' safety pain points (via the deployment
of intelligent and simple features supported by an
intuitive user interface) makes it stand out from
the other options on the market. It is also improved
regularly based on customer feedback.
In addition to helping our customers both
maximize their gas detector uptime and drive safer
behaviors, it allows our customers to be far more
efficient and effective in these efforts so they can
be more proactive while shifting their focus to
higher-value safety activities.
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Information Access

Fleet Compliance

Risk Assessment

Worker Compliance

• Receive a daily e-mail notification
about your fleet’s status. Quickly
discern what needs your attention
and take action.
• Access your fleet information easily
—at anytime and from anywhere.
• Find, download and share reports as
you need them—calibrations,
detector records or alarms.

• Ensure your gas detectors are ready for
work (bump tested, calibrated and
with sensors functioning properly).
Reduce downtime.
• Proactively decommission any
equipment that requires maintenance.
• Understand which equipment are in use
(by whom) and which ones are
available.

• See the data from, your
devices and identify hazards
your workers are exposed to.
• Understanding the root
cause of incidents and initiate
preventive measures.
• Translate findings into quality
and worksite safety processes
and actionable workflows.

• Drive accountability for the
equipment by assign your fleet’s
detectors to a company,
department, and worker.
• Understand if the devices are
being properly used and operated.
• Identify training opportunities
based on equipment usage
information.

There is no report received in the last 12 months
The team can also better understand when and
how gas detectors are being used to provide the
on how the service assisted the reduction of any
best training and knowledge related to detector
occupational accidents or injuries. However,
use. Compliance and world-class gas detection
About MSAtestimonial on how it helped
there is a customer
management is easier than ever, because of Fleet
a power company that used to spend nearly
Established in 1914, MSA is the global leader in theManager’s
development,
manufacture
and supply
of access,
integrated
real-time
data
100 hours on
unconnected
meter
system
safety
products thatgas
protect
people
and facility infrastructures.
Many
MSA
products
integrate
automated notifications of needed aactions, ability
to prepare combination
for an audit.
health and
safety systems and
of The
electronics,
mechanical
advanced materials to protect users
oversee
a geographically spread out fleet of
hazardous
or life-threatening
company's comprehensive line of
team is nowagainst
empowered
to streamline
their situations. toThe
gas
detectors
and report
sharing
capabilities.
products
is usedWhether
by workers
the world in a broad range of industries,
including
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About MSA
For further press information and images please contact MSA :

Establishedmsa-apac@msasafety.com
in 1914, MSA is the global leader in the development, manufacture and supply of safety
products that protect people and facility infrastructures. Many MSA products integrate a combination
Learn
more at www.safetyio.com
of electronics,
mechanical
systems and advanced materials to protect users against hazardous or lifethreatening situations. The company's comprehensive line of products is used by workers around the
world in a broad range of industries, including the fire service, the oil, gas and petrochemical industry,
construction, mining and utilities, as well as the military. Principal products include self-contained
breathing apparatus, fixed gas and flame detection systems, handheld gas detection
instruments,
MSAsafety.com
head protection products, fall protection devices and thermal imaging cameras. MSA, based north of
Pittsburgh in Cranberry Township, Pa., has annual sales of approximately $1.2 billion, manufacturing
operations in the United States, Europe, Asia and Latin America, and 42 international locations.
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Innovative and inexpensive. These colorimetric gloves are a form of
semi-quantitative detection method for chemicals on surfaces and the
skin. Each sampler has a specific colour chemistry for each of these
6 groups of chemicals: aromatic isocyanates, aliphatic isocyanates,
aromatic amines, aliphatic amines, acids/bases, and phenols.

Soh Hong Kuan Bernard

CLI by SKC
Surface/Dermal Samplers

Direct reading indicators such as the CLI by SKC
Surface/Dermal Samplers, change color when
exposed to specific chemicals (or classes of
chemicals). From the perspective of chemical
hazards monitoring, such indicators may be
used as a screening tool, when assessing the
extent of surface contamination, because they
are inexpensive, and the results are almost
immediate. If an indicator wipe yields a positive
result, a wipe sample can then be sent to a
laboratory for confirmation.

▎ SKC Asia HSE Sampling Technologies Pte Ltd

Human skin is a complex organ, and one of its primary functions is to
protect the body from harmful chemicals in workplaces. Depending on the
physicochemical properties, these chemicals can either be absorbed by
the skin or can remain on the skin surface. In both cases, they can damage
the skin’s function and eventually compromise health. Thus, dermal
exposure is an important component that needs to be considered when
conducting assessments on workplace exposure to chemical hazards.
The determination of dermal exposure is a
challenging task due to the small amount of
sample material, the impact of skin sampling on
the skin (surface) condition, and the technical
sophistication that is required for sampling.
Developing miniaturized and inexpensive
detectors is, therefore, an important and practical
goal for field-deployable monitoring of chemicals
on surfaces. The CLI by SKC Surface/Dermal
Samplers are developed based on the principle
of color chemistry; contaminants react with the
chemicals contained in the samplers to produce
a color change.
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The colorimetric Skin SWYPEs, Surface SWYPEs,
and PERMEA-TEC Sensors, manufactured by SKC
laboratories, are a semi-quantitative detection
method for chemicals on surfaces and the skin.
Each sampler has specific color chemistry for
each of these six groups of chemicals: aromatic
isocyanates, aliphatic isocyanates, aromatic
amines, aliphatic amines, acids/bases, and
phenols. The chemical is detected by wiping the
skin or surface and using specific solutions to
develop the color for the specific compound.
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breakthrough and alter reliance on ASTM
laboratory breakthrough data. PERMEA-TEC pads
can hence be used for the initial evaluation of a
new glove. They are worn under gloves during
actual field use and show the point at which
breakthrough occurs. This information enables
the safety professional to select a glove that will
perform optimally in terms of protection,
employee acceptance, and cost-effectiveness.
“Fixing the Problem”: Selecting an effective
decontamination product is not straightforward,
as the efficacy of these products in removing
targeted chemicals is not readily available.
Typically, decontamination of a reactive chemical
could be achieved via two mechanisms: chemical
reaction, and physical process.
A suitable decontamination solution should
possess high decontamination efficiency to produce
non-toxic reaction products, minimal alteration of
the skin barrier, and minimize the risk of increased
penetration from subsequent exposure.

Citing an application in the OS+H industry, toxic
chemicals such as pesticides, aromatic amines,
and isocyanates can permeate gloves and
protective clothing. Wide variations in the
chemical resistance of gloves and protective
clothing compositions make protective equipment
selection difficult - especially if using mixtures of
chemicals in the workplace. For instance, gloves
are flexed, stretched, pressured, and abraded in
use which can result in premature chemical
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Hence, to help safely remove detected
contaminants, the D-TAM (for dermal applications)
and DECONtamination Solutions (for large surface
applications) are purposefully formulated with
an oily/lipophilic content, which possesses high
mechanical removal efficiency.

▎ SKC Asia HSE Sampling Technologies
Pte Ltd
www.skc-asia.com
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This product can give warning to workers not knowing
they are exposing to harmful environment.

NoiseCHEK,
with SmartWave
dB Mobile App

Ir Dr. Vincent Ho

▎ SKC Asia HSE Sampling Technologies Pte Ltd
Excessive personal noise exposure is one of the main sources of
workplace injuries. Being pervasive in characteristics, workers may
become “used to” high levels of noise, and forget that excessive
noise exposure can potentially impair hearing.

To establish a worker’s noise dose, IH professionals
may deploy a combination of hand-held sound
level meters and personal noise dosimeters.
Depending on geographies, the preference of
instruments may differ.
The SKC NoiseCHEK, with SmartWave dB Mobile
App, is a digital noise dosimeter that combines
smart, modern, and user-intuitive technologies
to transform how workers’ health and safety are
being monitored and safeguarded from overexposure to noise.
With the high number of monitoring instruments
in an IH’s toolbox, it can be difficult for these
professionals to remember the operation
sequences for each. Hence, the SKC NoiseCHEK
touchscreen navigation offers intuitive operation
and hence making compliance noise monitoring
easier. By featuring multiple “virtual noise
dosimeters” inside one single instrument, the user
can conveniently obtain several measurement
results calculated by the different methods (ISO,
ACGIH, OSHA, or localized/customized protocol).
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The threshold triggered noise event recording
feature offers to record an audio feed at any time.
Once saved, the IH professionals can playback
and listen to any past events. The standard 1/3
octave band filter helps perform band frequency
analysis to assist in the correct prescription of
the best hearing protectors as an interim solution
for workers.
The method used to communicate monitoring
results is pivotal to any personal/workplace
monitoring program; the faster a dangerous
workplace condition is discovered and
communicated, the less likelihood there is for a
workplace injury. Advances in wireless technology
allow real-time transmission of information
between the stakeholders (individual workers,
supervisors, and emergency response team
members), and it is hence of utmost importance
to individuals who are performing risk-associated
tasks (in this case, noisy work environment).
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The philosophy on protecting workers by
using the power of science is the principle on
which SKC was founded. When it comes to
worker safety, it is not enough to only monitor
the workplace conditions. With the advent
of digital technology, the SKC NoiseCHEK
Personal Dosimeter is designed to connect
to our mobile devices via the SmartWave
dB Mobile App, and/or via the traditional
connection with PC. The wireless connection
allows supervisors to gain access to
instrument readings any time during the work
shift without having to interfere with the work.
Hence, supervisors are never out of contact,
even when workers may be out of sight.
The main idea is to make the monitoring
results immediately available to whoever
needs the information exactly where it
is needed, as part of the workplace’s
environmental health and safety system.
The SKC NoiseCHEK is launched in June
2020 and has not been deployed in an actual
field environment due to the temporary
suspension of worldwide work-related
activities. Nevertheless, we envision that
in the future workplace, technical personal
monitoring instruments will be re-imagined
and e-connected. Wireless technology is just
a starting point to complement safety checks
via recordings to mobile devices. By doing
so, the best operating procedures will be
reinforced, and protection is assured.

▎ SKC Asia HSE Sampling
Technologies Pte Ltd
www.skc-asia.com
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A neat idea that can save lives in many situations.

Is Your Work Safety
Communication
System Addressing
Your Needs Correctly?
▎ XTREME DSP GLOBAL PTE. LTD.

How do you get work done? Huh? What work?
You got to tell me first what you want me to do, how and when you want it done. So
you see, someone needs to tell you; or you need to tell someone if you are in charge.
Imagine communicating this in an office
environment to a worksite that is noisy; in the
day or at night. Compare the shuffling noise of
papers to the loud noises from lifting and moving
heavy equipment and materials. They are very
different indeed.
Consider you and your team working hard to get
the job done on time without accident or damage.
Risks usually seem non-existent until an accident
happens, sadly when there is a loss of life or
serious injuries, the job will be stopped by safety
authorities for investigations.
Communication technology is not new and besides
man, animals and birds know its importance for
warning each other to run away from danger. This
is true in any situation – such as warning your
child to stay away from when mommy is cooking,
announcements at train stations before arrival
of the train, honking at a car crossing into your
path, and so on. These emphasized the need for
effective communication suitable for the purpose.
We will therefore need to consider various factors
that are important and have an impact on safety
communication in industrial applications.
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We know there are many industrial work
environments with varying work requirements.
The aim of this article is to share with business
owners, professionals, safety officers and decision
makers involved in demanding work delivery
that selecting and using the correct safety
communication for the job is extremely important.
The following is a non-exhaustive list of
challenging work situations where effective
communication can greatly improve safety and
productivity:
1. Presence of loud industrial noises
2. Sites with poor lighting or shadows
3. No clear visibility between members
4. Work that requires both hands
5. Coordination between members is critical
6. Team members are more than 50m apart
7. Safe distancing and communicating clearly
even with face masks in noisy environments
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Ir Dr. Vincent Ho

Consider a team of workers who needs to
coordinate an equipment installation and they are
100-200 meters apart. Their ability to see or hear
each other is difficult. They can shout, use whistles
or hand signals which may work but ineffective in
getting immediate attention in poor visibility or
noisy conditions.
Wrong interpretations of the whistle, hand signals
or barely audible instructions can pose danger for
orders such as START, STOP, SLOW DOWN, move
LEFT, etc. These add stress and pressure increasing
fatigue, anxiety, anger, muscle tension, loss of focus
or making wrong decisions that endanger team
members and others working in the vicinity.
To manage such situations, companies use walkie
talkies. Walkie talkies are widely used but have
limitations in noise filtering and are interference
prone. They are heavy and not handsfree, users
need to push a button to communicate (pushto-talk or PTT). Although there is VOX (voice
activated) feature, it does not work well in noisy
environments as the VOX is easily triggered, putting
the radio intermittently in transmit mode which
is irritating and interferes with communication.
Walkie talkies are half duplex which means when
one person talks, no one else in the group can
talk until that person stops talking and release his
PTT button. As such, it does not provide real-time
communication. For example, consider 2 safety
spotters. When spotter 1 sees danger, he cannot
alert the equipment operator to stop until spotter
2 who is still giving instructions to the operator
stops and release his PTT button. These are critical
limitations in using walkie talkies.
Safety communication solutions are important
but often not well evaluated against the work
requirements for safety. We hope this article has
provided useful insights to users and decision
makers when deciding on your choice of safety
communication.
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VERTIX Actio PRO
– Specialized Safety Communication
Realizing existing communication solutions do not
adequately address the needs of many industries
and organizations, the VERTIX Actio PRO
specialized work safety communication system
was developed.
14 important features were identified and
developed. These are built into the VERTIX Actio
PRO system. Some of these features include:
∎ Powerful Digital industrial noise filter for speech
clarity and hearing protection.
∎ Handsfree operation without pushing any
buttons.
∎ Simultaneous communication by ALL team
members.
∎ All weather operation.
∎ Instantaneous communication with negligible
signal interference
∎ Continuous 24hrs operation, if required.
∎ Communicate within a worksite of up to
250m x 250m x 250m
∎ Rugged, reliable, light weight and easy to
operate.
These features are available in the VERTIX Actio
PRO system making it easy to operate without
complicated adjustments.
The VERTIX Actio PRO supports a team of up to 6
members. These teams can also be connected as
a group for multi-site coordination with its builtin radio interface. This makes it very useful for
managing projects, maintenance work or any type
of operations involving many independent teams.
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Industries VERTIX Actio PRO can help bring significant benefits :

Overhead power line
maintenance and installation

Erection of structures,
utility poles using cranes

Construction work - material
and equipment hoisting, cement
pumping and coordination work

Railway - track inspection,
rail grinding and general
maintenance.

Road works - construction,
Factory operations - equipment
maintenance, trenching, paving, installation, repair, coordination
cone laying, stripe painting and
and production control
traffic management

Poor visibility and noisy
environments – keeping the
team safe and better coordinated
for efficient work

Helping Businesses To
Operate Safer And Better
The VERTIX Actio PRO is the world’s first safety
communication system designed for work with
unique features that help minimize stress, improve
hearing protection and increase productivity. Teams
that need to coordinate work on projects, even
rescue operations that require close mutual support
to reduce emotional stress, quicker coordination
and responsiveness for unexpected dangers and
team safety, command and control etc will find this
system exceptional and highly beneficial.
By providing your team members the ability
to manage and coordinate their tasks better,
businesses and organizations can enjoy safer and
faster task completions. With Covid 19 not going
away soon, keeping your team members safe
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Bridge inspection
and maintenance (overhead
or under the bridge)

Rescue operations - handsfree
in presence of strong wind,
helicoptor and other noises

Arborist - Tree cutting, pruning
and chipping even while
using chainsaws, cranes
and wood chippers

from it is a priority. With the Actio PRO, your team
can maintain safe distancing and communicate
clearly even when wearing face masks in noisy
environments. Morale and teamwork, work
efficiency, better employee health and safety will
significantly benefit all stakeholders.
Contact us to find out more and for bulk
purchase offers.
For companies keen on distribution opportunities
for the advanced VERTIX Actio PRO, contact us
with relevant information about your company.
VERTIX GLOBAL
enquiry@vertix-work.vertixglobal.com
Tel : +65 65706266

▎ XTREME DSP GLOBAL PTE. LTD.
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3M Versaflo TR-800
Intrinsically Safe Powered Air
Purifying Respirator
TM

▎ 3M

Judge Says:

Easy to wear and fits well.

TM

Bernie Doyle

Personal protection that helps minimize
the risk of fire or explosion
The TR-800 is a PAPR blower UL-certified with
an intrinsically safe (IS) rating of Division 1:
IS Class I, II, III; Division 1 (includes Division 2)
Groups C, D, E, F, G; T4, under the most current
standard (UL 60079, 6th Edition, 2013).
Whenever the job takes your people into a
potentially explosive area – whether from
flammable gases and liquids or combustible
dust – ignition from an electrical source could
trigger a disaster.
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Now, with the introduction of the 3MTM
VersafloTM TR-800 Powered Air Purifying
Respirator (PAPR), you can give the people
in your care a high level of respiratory
protection and help minimize the risk of fire
or explosion.
As part of the 3M Versaflo family, when the
TR-800 is combined with Versaflo head tops,
belts, and other accessories, it becomes
part of a NIOSH-approved respirator system
featuring: multiple speeds, audible and visual
alarms, and the ability to work with a wide
variety of cartridges.
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The new standard of protection for
hazardous environments.

∎ Automotive and industrial paint spraying:

a) Ergonomically designed for greater
movement in the paint booths. Unlike
supplied air systems, a PAPR does not
require that you be connected to your air
source by an air line, leaving you free to go
where you need to go.

Interchangeable components enable you to
build a customized PAPR system to help you
meet the needs of your specific application.

b) Multiple NIOSH-approved headgear
options available with TR-800 to meet
the needs of paint spray applications,
including the Respiratory Faceshield
Assembly M-206 and the Painter’s Hood
Assembly S-757.
c) Fully submersible* product features a
smooth design surface that’s quick and
easy to clean.
Whether you’re mixing and granulating
compounds in a pharmaceutical facility or
working with combustible gases in the oil and
gas industry, the TR-800 motor blower is built
for environments where intrinsically safe
(IS) equipment is essential. These types of
environments may be found in industries such as:

∎ Pharmaceutical manufacturing:
a) Fully submersible* product features a
smooth design surface that’s quick and easy
to clean.
b) Ergonomically designed for greater
movement in tight workspaces, such as
overhauling and/or cleaning reactors and
tanks.

∎ Food production

c) Designed for work areas requiring
Intrinsically Safe (IS) rated equipment.

∎ Chemical handling
∎ Oil and gas refining:

a) Ergonomically designed for greater
movement in tight workspaces during
plant turnaround and maintenance
activities.

The TR-800 is launched globally with both
NIOSH and CE versions available.

▎ 3M Singapore
Personal Safety Division
10 Ang Mo Kio Street 65, Techpoint, #01-01
Singapore 569059
Phone: 6450 8888
Website

b) Simplifies PPE compatibility challenges
for contractors with a solution designed to
provide integrated respiratory, eye, face,
and head protection.
c) Designed for plant areas where work
permits require Intrinsically Safe (IS)
rated equipment.

*

Requires purchase of TR-653 Cleaning and Storage Kit

3M PSD products are occupational use only. 3M and Versaflo are
trademarks of 3M Company.© 2020 3M. All rights reserved.
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The machine to be extremely efficient and versatile, with the result of
having a positive impact on productivity. It will also avoid injuries related
to manual movement/ handling.

Soh Hong Kuan Bernard

Sprint TL:
the revolutionary
solution for the
automotive sector
▎ Bravi Platforms

With more than 25 years of expertise in the aerial
platform and stock-picking sector, in 2019 the
Italian company Bravi Platforms has decided to
tackle one of the most demanding and fast-paced
industries by introducing the innovative Sprint TL
model. This unique order-picker has been
designed to facilitate the handling and movement
of tires and wheels and to support the recovery
and storage processes of these items. The
structure of the Sprint TL was created to fit the
everyday working environments of tire dealers and
mechanics, characterized by narrow aisles, and
often congested passage areas. The features
characterizing this revolutionary stock-picker
model allow this machine to be extremely efficient
and versatile, with the result of having a positive
impact on productivity. Sprint TL not only allows
the operator to do more in less time, but it will
also avoid injuries related to manual movement,
which according to OSHA, the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration institution,
represents the 56% of injuries in the auto sector.
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With a working height of 5.35 mt, Sprint TL easily
lifts and positions both the operator and tires,
allowing for faster and safer performance than if
manually handled. The innovative Lift
Compartment System can be loaded up to 100 kg
(220 lbs), the equivalent of four regular tires. The
inclination and load of the Lift Compartment are
also adjustable by simply pressing the buttons from
onboard the Sprint TL. The four long-lasting 24
Volts rechargeable batteries allow the operator to
work all day, cutting time spent on the retrieval and
movement of tires and improving efficiency. This
product is the result of 10 years of continuous
technical improvements. The innovative lifting
mast requires no upkeep, while the careful
selection of high-quality components and an
extremely simple yet effective design make this
machine virtually maintenance-free, designed to
guarantee low ownership costs. Durable, quick,
and safe the Sprint TL is the perfect solution to
safely speed up the tire handling process while
allowing the operator to do more by working alone.

▎ Bravi Platforms

Marketing & Sales Dept.
info@bravi-platforms.com
www.bravi-platforms.com
0039 071 781 9090 (ext. 215)
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Judge Says:
Clever idea.

Bernie Doyle

Dikamar® is a Portuguese manufacturer
of polyurethane and PVC boots, both in
safety and non-safety versions. Each boot
is designed and developed, giving special
attention to the working conditions of each
activity area. That's why we have specific
boots for specific working conditions: Food
Processing Industry, Industry & Construction,
Agriculture & Gardening. The aim is to
offer the right safety boot for each work
environment to ensure the safety and comfort
of the workers.
The Alpha Trace® boot is all manufactured
in PU, which makes it light, comfortable,
and flexible. Developed to be used in
the harshest environments, this safety
boot is resistant to oils, greases, acids,
and solvents. It also provides excellent
thermal insulation down to -40°C. The
High Visibility color allows the worker
to be visible in low visibility work
zones where it's important to be
easily located. In case of accidents,
the High Visibility color makes it
easier to find the worker.
The Alpha Trace® is the right boot
to leave your trace wherever you
go, even in dark places!

▎ Dikamar

www.dikamar.com

Alpha Trace High Visibility Leave your trace in dark places
▎ Dikamar
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Connected
Workers,
Connected
Data
▎ GFG Asia Pacific Pte Ltd

Modern safety concepts are becoming smart.
Modern gas detectors are becoming increasingly
integrated with data networks and are able to
detect a growing number of dangerous situations
The warning of dangerous, local gas
concentrations remains the primary task of
portable gas detectors. However, smart safety
goes beyond that
∎ It allows for the remote protection of individual
workstations and when separated from one’s
team, depending on the situation
∎ Rescue teams receive up-to-date information
about the dangerous situation on site
∎ On personnel-intensive and nevertheless not
100-percent protection through a colleague
(Buddy System) can be dispensed with
∎ National and international security compliance
requirements are observed
∎ Pager function for basic messages and
pre-set replies
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Comprehensive design gas monitoring system with
remoting monitoring and man-down notification.

Victor Kwong

Connected Data in IoT

Safety for Individual Workstations
The safety net can reach even further. If an LTE
module is used instead of a radio module, the
remote protection of personnel can be extended
to all areas with mobile coverage. The technology
is called Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) and while
using existing infrastructure, the connection to
the target is significantly improved compared to
normal mobile networks.

The Connected Worker is also part of the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) because the
data contains valuable information for process
optimization and analytics. The difference
between fixed and portable gas detectors is
becoming less evident in modern safety concepts,
which opens the door to new possibilities such as
the precise location of victims.

The future belongs to Smart Gas Detection
Technologies.

▎ GFG Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
www.gfgeurope.com

Security for Local Teams
The Polytector III G999 with a wireless radio
model and the mobile monitoring unit, the GfG
Link, is the perfect solution for fire brigades,
service and repair teams, or other groups
operating in potentially dangerous areas.
The supervisor is immediately informed of which
team member triggered an alarm and receives
the current gas readings. With the man-down
alarm, they are also notified whether or not the
team member requires rescuing.
With a wireless radio range of up to 700 meters,
it is possible to secure teams at different
locations, enabling a quick and targeted
response in case of an emergency.
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Well thought through product.

Bernie Doyle

DUOREST D200_DT Ergonomic Chair neck rest
adjustment in curved path to support neck of
users on height & angle adjustment to the finest.
DUOREST Smart Back System (SBS) is the new
generation of one knob adjustment for dual
backrest height & width adjustment on fitting
user's body shape and height. The minimalist
integrated flip box design hidden the adjustment
knob discreetly.

DUOREST D200_DT Ergonomic
Chair with DUOTEX Technology
▎ IMPACT LIFESTYLE INC. PTE LTD

DUOREST is a renowned international brand specialised in developing
and manufacturing highly comfortable and functional ergonomic chairs
over past 2 decades. DUOREST ergonomic chair has been endorsed and
recommended by Singapore Physiotherapy Association & The Chiropractic
Association of Singapore for its great ergonomic features.
DUOREST D200_DT Ergonomic Chair with DUOTEX
Technology was first introduced to international
market on 2019, the ground breaking design
incorporates the use of premium natural latex
form (DUOTEX) into an ergonomic chair is a first in
world on ergonomic seating industry.
DUOREST D200_DT Ergonomic Chair is designed
to promote good sitting posture, greater comfort
and reduce back and sitting stress. The Germany
originated technology and design of DUOREST 3D
dual backrests provides ergo-active 3D seating
experience to users. The smart and proven back
care system invented since 1988, effectively
66

DUOTEX natural latex has great air-permeability
and is cooler in the summer, warmer in the
winter. Natural latex discourages the build-up of
moisture and heat in the material. High tension
natural latex customized to fit and support with
an optimized tension, lessening the user's fatigue
with the best support possible, the controlled
density efficiently spread the body pressure to
the user's thigh and bottom, at such the overall
pressure is greatly decreased as compared to
regular sponge or foam found on many seating.
DUOTEX natural latex technology is safe and able
to reduce the fatigue on users who spend longer
hours on sitting.

redistribute the spinal pressure to left and right
back muscle and reduce up to 75% of back and
sitting pressure when compared to conventional
office seats.

DUOREST D200_DT Ergonomic Chair upholstery
uses special eco-friendly bamboo fabric that
coated with nano silver for better hygiene against
bacteria and virus. The hybrid engineering of
DUOTEX technology provides user highest level of
hygiene, comfort and support, and the detachable
seat pan makes cleaning and maintenance a breeze.

DUOTEX technology infused with environmentalfriendly & sustainability elements by applying high
quality natural latex that contains 95% of natural
rubber and 100% biodegradable. The outstanding
antibiosis of natural latex restrains the
propagation of germs, offers fresh and pleasant
environments for adults and children with weaker
immune systems.

DUOREST D200_DT Ergonomic Chair has ability to
customise and cater to different user’s body shape
and built, the seat depth and height adjustment
accommodate various user height and body built.
Industry leading 4D armrest adjustment in height,
angle and forward/ backward provides perfect
support to the user's arm.
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The world’s renowned Italy’s DONTAI auto weight
sensing synchronization chair mechanism is a
class above the rest, user no longer required to
adjust the chair tension knob and the auto sensing
back tiling system provides user an incredible
relief of back pressure with wider opening angle of
back and thigh when leaned backward
Under the current pandemic of Covid-19, majority
of employees are working from home, DUOREST
D200_DT Ergonomic Chair is a truly ultracomfortable ergonomic chair and helps many
employees remote working at homes without
breaking their back, and keep working without
compromising health.
A genuine ergonomic chair promotes
functionality, practicality and comfortability,
improves blood circulation for better health,
longer concentration span and able to translate to
higher working efficiency. DUOREST D200_DT is a
carefully crafted master piece of ergonomic chair,
clearly designed for any person who has been
seeking the ultimate support & comfortable sitting
experience that they deserved.
For more information on DUOREST D200_DT
Ergonomic Chair, please visit our official website:
www.ergoworks.com.sg

▎ IMPACT LIFESTYLE INC. PTE LTD
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Judge Says:
I want one!!!

Bernie Doyle

ERGOWORKS
Ultra Slim Sit & Stand
Desk Converter
▎ IMPACT LIFESTYLE INC. PTE LTD

The modern society and technological advancement had caused
mankind to sit longer than ever before, and the ill of sedentary
behaviours like desk-bound work for hours increase the risks of
obesity, bad back, heart diseases and stroke.

ERGOWORKS recognises the rising concern of
the health and posture of laptop users. The global
trend and popularity of laptop to replace desktop
computer has posed further concern on many
laptop users, and ERGOWORKS aims to provide an
effective and simple solution to many laptop users.

The ERGOWORKS Ultra Slim Sit & Stand
Desk Converter has a spacious desktop to
accommodate all sizes of laptops, external
keyboard and mouse for a better ergonomic set
up for users. The highlight of this product includes
ultra slim design that almost flush with

ERGOWORKS Ultra Slim Sit & Stand Desk
Converter was specially crafted to promote an
ergoactive lifestyle to battle the bad effects of
sedentary sitting and poor posture, targeting
especially to users working on laptop. This desk
converter able to save huge cost, energy and space
by converting an existing fixed height desk to an
ergonomically height adjusting standing desk.

the desk, highly functional, light-weight structure
and portability, allows user to carry and store
easily. The safety lock system assured the
desktop secured in position firmly when hand
carry it or when the desk is at unused position.
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The smart one hand operating spring assisted
system allows user to alternate their sitting and
standing posture within 3 seconds, and cater to
user’s height effortlessly with 5 pre-set height
positions. The stability of the desk converter has
been further enhanced by the sturdy and robust
aluminium alloy structural frame.
The benefits of maintaining a work + active
balance lifestyle will see a reduction on personal
or corporate insurance & medical expenditures,
improved mental health with positive mindset,
improved staff’s morale and teamwork, better
posture and healthier body boosts better work
efficiency too!
The assembled device is ready to go right out of
the box for an immediate use. The ultra-quiet
operation poses a perfect choice for courteous
office and home use without disturbing other
co-workers or family members.
ERGOWORKS Ultra Slim Sit & Stand Desk
Converter consists more than 90% of parts
which able recyclable at the end of its product
life, ERGOWORKS strive and aims to improve
human’s safety, health, and sustainability of
our global eco system.
Under the current pandemic of Covid-19,
majority of employees are working from home.
ERGOWORKS Ultra Slim Sit & Stand Desk
Converter provides a simple yet lower cost
solution of an ergo-active workstation, while
working efficiently without compromising
the health.
For more information on ERGOWORKS Ultra
Slim Sit & Stand Desk Converter, please visit our
official website www.ergoworks.com.sg

▎ IMPACT LIFESTYLE INC. PTE LTD
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Judge Says:

Every workplace needs an emergency shower
should consider this product.

Ir Dr. Vincent Ho

New Generation
Emergency Showers
and Eye/Face Washes
by IST Safety Ltd
▎ Doruk TÜRKUÇAR

Emergency safety showers and eye/face washes are special
occupational safety equipment designed to wash chemicals
or toxic substances that come in contact with skin, eyes, or
clothing, meeting the requirements of international standards.
Emergency showers can be defined as first-aid equipment that
should be used as a necessity for an emergency response to
reduce the effects of accidents at the workplace.

How is the product/service innovative in
concept, design, or performance?
According to ANSI standards, the temperature of
potable water supplied by the emergency shower
must be maintained at 16-38 ° C in any climatic
condition regardless of whether it is installed
outside or inside of the building. The emergency
shower must always be ready to use in case of
an emergency.
If we had to heat/cool the water instantly coming
from an emergency shower connected to the mains
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supply by an instant heater or cooler, we would
need to use very expensive equipment at high
powers such as 100-150 kW, and it would cause
unnecessary electricity consumption and cost. This
unnecessary energy consumption would be valid
even during the weekly maintenance of the system,
which is a requirement of the ANSI standard. For
this reason, it is a more economical and more
efficient solution to heat/cool the water in a tank by
heater or coolers in smaller capacities and to keep
the system ready for use in emergencies.
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What new or unused technology in the
industry are used in producing this product
or service?
The latest addition to the ISTEC® Showers &
Eyebaths range of emergency showers is EN
15154-5 Class I, II, III, and EN 15154-6 certification
according to new European standards as well as
our ATEX Zone 1, 2 certifications according to new
IEC TS 60079-46:2017 standard. To use emergency
showers equipped with electrical equipment
in hazardous areas, the unit must be ATEX
(Explosion-Proof) certified. Our showers are ATEX
certified entirely including its all accessories such
as chiller, heater, audible and visual alarm, flow
switch, etc., we are providing our units with not
only the individual certificates of the components
as some of the other manufacturers do.
Our New Passive Cooling Technology: In the
summer, by taking advantage of the coldness
of the night, it is aimed to keep the water below
38 °C which is required by the standard in the
daytime. It is a maintenance-free technology and
if the ambient temperature is around calculated
levels at night, the water temperature in the tank
can be kept constant below 38 °C following the
standard during the day. This system is equipped
by a heat exchanger, which is made of high
thermal conductivity material on the water tank.
Thanks to the large heat exchanger surface area
in contact with the air, the water-cooled in the
heat exchanger goes down to the lower tank
and during the night, this top-down, bottom-up
hot-cold water circulation continues. During the
daytime, the heated water in the heat exchanger
with ambient temperature is lighter and the water
does not go down to the tank, and in hot weather,
a cooling tank at night can be maintained within
the range of standards required with the great
help of the insulation of the tank.
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Our New Automation Technology: Thanks to the
automation system, an authorized person in the
facility gets information in an emergency and can
intervene in the system immediately. For example,
when the water temperature increases above a
certain level, the water chiller should automatically
switch on. If the thermostat on the system fails,
the chiller may not automatically switch on. In such
an emergency, the Scada system warns that the
water temperature exceeds a certain level and the
system can be intervened or the chiller unit can be
manually activated remotely.

Does the product/service bring new
techniques to the occupational safety and
health industry?
Our emergency showers with overhead water
tanks are completely tailored such as with
insulated cabins or doors according to end-users
requirements. Enclosed insulated cabin and door
systems are preferred especially in cold climates.
If the outside temperature is low, which may
harm the health of the user after washing, it may
be necessary to install a separate space heater
inside the cabinet. All these optional equipment
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such as space heater, an audible and visual
alarm which warns when the shower is being
used, lighting for the cabin, and an E-Gsm device
which sends SMS to the mobile phone when the
shower is used must be determined and projected
according to the needs of the end-user.

How will the product/service contribute to
any improvements in occupational safety
and health?
Especially in hot climates, the temperatures of
the water in the water tank exposed to the sun
and the pipes of the emergency shower reach very
high temperatures. The water remaining in the
pipes of the emergency shower can quickly heat
up in hot climates, scald the user while using, and
in cold climates, freezing water can clog the pipe
and cause the shower not to operate. In the pipes
of emergency showers, water will not be heated
or frozen in the pipe after use with these special
valves. The systems are completely mechanical
and do not require any electrical consumption.
Emergency showers used with water at high
temperatures can cause hyperthermia and even
scald of the user. This means that the emergency
shower cannot fulfill the task of providing first aid
in an emergency which is its main duty and even
the possibility of harm to the user and the creation
of burns on the skin. We design our shower to
provide tepid water to the user.
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Has the product/service assisted the
reduction of any occupational accidents or
injuries?
Although the usage rates of first aid equipment
are low by its nature, it is vital to keep it ready
for activation when needed. An emergency
shower will not be needed for months or even
years, except when it is activated for weekly
checks as per ANSI standard. But a worker who
needs an emergency shower will be sure that the
emergency shower is going to do its duty well and
this will be vital for the worker. It would not be a
wrong example to compare emergency showers
to a car's airbag. The airbag is expected to deploy
in the event of a dangerous accident and save
lives. The airbag may not be needed at all during
the life of the car, but it must do its duty in case of
actually needed.

▎ Doruk TÜRKUÇAR

IST Safety Ltd
Export Manager
HSE Professional
https://www.ist.com.tr
https://linkedin.com/in/dorukturkucar
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Judge Says:

Excellent product.

Dato’ (Dr) Kanagaraja

MSA V-EDGE™
Self Retracting Lifelines
▎ MSA

Safety Innovation at its best
MSA V-EDGE™ Self Retracting Lifelines
advanced safety
With the increased awareness around working
at height, the introduction and use of Self
Retracting Lifelines (SRL’s) as a means of
effective anchoring and work positioning has also
increased. But with this improved awareness
comes an assumption that all fall protection
products are equal as far as addressing the
multiple risks found in the workplace.
Manufacturers, Product Testing Facilities, and
Certification/Standards Organisations’ around the
world have been re-examining how SRL’s in fall
protection systems perform across a wider variety
of applications and orientations, particularly
when subjected to sharp edge and leadingedge environments. What has been identified is
that “leading edge“ presents unique hazards to
workers at height due to the high potential for
lines to become damaged and compromised and
the increased potential for swing fall. There is also
the risk when workers are attached at foot level
they will fall further than they would if anchored
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at shoulder height or directly overhead increasing
issues around fall clearance
Most SRLs are designed to be mounted to an
overhead anchorage point. However, there are
certain applications where an overhead anchor is
not available, so it is not uncommon to see SRLs
used horizontally. But not all SRLs are tested or
designed for use in the horizontal plane.
In identifying the “leading edge” risks,
manufacturers have re-designed SRLs to work with
ground level anchors by engineering extra features
to compensate for the changes in the dynamic
of the fall and mitigate the increased dangers
associated with the change in operational use.
SRL’s react to a fall when the lifeline accelerates
out of the housing at a certain velocity. When SRLs
are anchored at foot level, the lifeline may not
achieve the required acceleration during the fall to
activate the braking mechanism until after the users
D-Ring connection passes over the leading edge
and they fall below the level of the anchor. This
means the user may already have fallen more than
1.6m before the SRL engages and arrests the fall.
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Falling further means the impact on the body will
be potentially higher when the fall is arrested.
This is why leading-edge rated products utilize an
additional external energy absorber to ensure the
forces on the body remain under 6kN.
As mentioned earlier, whilst orienting the SRL on
the horizontal and off to one side of the anchor, a
fallen worker may swing like a pendulum. Whilst
this in and of itself is dangerous, the danger is
amplified if the lifeline is extended over a sharp
edge, and the cable saws back and forth across
this edge. If the lifeline bends 90° around the
sharp edge of formwork, concrete, or another
worksurface during a fall, the amount of force
generated by the fall arrest can be enough to cut
through the lifeline of a standard “overhead” SRL.
Whilst the industry
has worked to
address the risks
associated with
leading and sharp
edge environments,
EN and ANSI
Standards
Organisations’ have
worked to
determine certain
criteria to define the
characteristics of these work areas. Through
testing and analysis, they have confirmed a
number of factors, including the notion that the
use of traditional overhead SRLs anchored at
foot-level will see forces generated in excess of
the engineered safety parameters of the
traditional overhead SRL device.

energy absorbers and impact indicators to
positively identify equipment that has been
exposed to a fall.
It is important never to just assume a product is fit
for purpose and to always check the manufacturer’s
instructions or contact them directly to determine
if the SRL can be used horizontally.

A key advantage in adopting Lead Edge
technology when specifying working at heights
PPE is the versatility this type of engineering
offers. Managing the correct use of equipment
on site can be complicated, especially when work
locations do not necessarily allow for access to
overhead anchor positions.

As a result, Leading Edge SRLs
have been developed to
comply with these new
Standards and address the
potential risks associated with
leading-edge and sharp edge
applications. These enhancements include
utilizing cable and webbing with greater strength
and wear- resistance properties and specialized
SEPTEMBER 2020
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Rather than run the risk of workers connecting
standard SRLs to incorrect anchor points and
introducing new hazards to the existing work
area, utilizing a Leading Edge SRL allows for
horizontal and vertical applications, removes the
need for the close monitoring of PPE use and
stronger administrative controls and creates an
opportunity for a more complete management of
working at heights and edge interactions.
MSA’s V-EDGE SRL has been designed to be
used in horizontal, overhead, and leading-edge
applications, taking the guesswork out of equipment
selection. We have introduced product features
in the design to enhance user experience and the
lifespan of the product including the retractiondampening feature which controls the rate of lifeline
retraction speed, preventing unwanted damage to
the unit, and maximizing product longevity.
The ballistic grade polycarbonate casing is
engineered to resist impact damage and protect
the internal components. All out componentry is
specified with performance, durability and corrosion
resistance in mind. The internal componentry
is 316-grade Stainless Steel to ensure the device
operates safely in the harshest environments.
MSA has also
introduced the use of a
roll-cage to protect the
V-EDGE at foot-level
anchors allowing for
free movement of the unit during use. This also
acts as an ergonomic carry handle.

Our V-EDGE has also
been designed for
ease of inspection and
field serviceability.
Operational downtime
is minimised through
the innovative
engineering which requires no calibration. The
annual inspection is reduced to a simple visual
and tactile one, with the clear polycarbonate case
allowing for the internal examination without the
need for stripping the unit down.
This unique modular
design also means the
units are field
serviceable. In the
event of a fall
replacement parts can
be easily installed with
minimal training to get the units back into service
without having to be sent off site for servicing.
This positively influences the total cost of
ownership considerably, streamlines equipment
management processes and ensures workers are
never left exposed by essential PPE being
unavailable. MSA V-EDGE offers world leading
design and performance, ensuring workers at
height, regardless of the anchor position, operate
safely and confident their PPE will work first time,
every time.
A comprehensive range of MSA Fall Protection
are available. For further information about the
MSA V-EDGE™ Self Retracting Lifelines please
visit: www.MSAsafety.com

▎ MSA
About MSA
Established in 1914, MSA is the global leader in the development, manufacture and supply of safety
products that protect people and facility infrastructures. Many MSA products integrate a combination
of electronics, mechanical systems and advanced materials to protect users against hazardous or lifethreatening situations. The company's comprehensive line of products is used by workers around the
world in a broad range of industries, including the fire service, the oil, gas and petrochemical industry,
construction, mining and utilities, as well as the military. Principal products include self-contained
breathing apparatus, fixed gas and flame detection systems, handheld gas detection instruments,
head protection products, fall protection devices and thermal imaging cameras. MSA, based north of
Pittsburgh in Cranberry Township, Pa., has annual sales of approximately $1.2 billion, manufacturing
operations in the United States, Europe, Asia and Latin America, and 42 international locations.
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Judge Says:

It is a cloud-based software system designed to address the
inefficiencies associated with paper-based systems, and the overall
processes within highly regulated industries. The platform was originally
comprised of 4 modules including Permit to Work, Contractor Portal,
Visitor & Security, Induction & Course Manager.

Soh Hong Kuan Bernard
Over the last 12 years, OneLook Systems have
become a world-leading provider of innovative
software solutions for managing contractor
compliance at all stages of the contractor journey.
With customers including Google, GSK, Diageo,
Heineken, Nestlé, Biomarin, and AbbVie to name
just a handful, the company has truly gone global.
These customers span every corner of the earth,
from California, the USA to Sydney, Australia. Not
bad for a company with small beginnings in Cork,
Ireland back in 2008.
Like any successful company, the basis for OneLook
Systems was finding a solution to a problem.

OneLook Systems: Setting the
bar for contractor compliance
innovation globally
▎ OneLook Systems

“Brendan and I worked in pharmaceuticals, and we
always noticed a huge line of contractors outside
the Facility Manager’s office, to get their Permit to
Work forms filled out and stamped,” explains Pat.
“No worker could start onsite until these permits,
which covered things like health and safety
regulations, were issued. The whole process
always took a long time; our idea was to make the
process faster and easier by using the software.”

Taking OneLook Systems Worldwide
The journey to success began in 2008, and in
2012 the company’s break came. Abbott, a client
of OneLook Systems in Cork, undertook health,
safety, and compliance audits globally.

Not many people would decide to launch a new product during a global
pandemic and potentially brink of a worldwide recession. To say it
would be a challenge would be an understatement, but when you have
an unrelenting determination then the task becomes a small bit easier.
Determination is one thing that entrepreneurs Pat King and Brendan
Griffin, co-founders of OneLook Systems, have in spades. The other
things they have are a hugely desirable product, a focus on customer
satisfaction, and excellent support.

“Out of their 80 sites around the world, only the
Cork site passed the audit – and that was because
they were using our system which is called
SafePermit,” says Pat.
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“That was the turning point for our business. I
went to Abbott’s headquarters in Chicago to begin
discussions to roll out the system to a number of
their sites around the world. After about a year
going back and forth, we went into all of their
worldwide sites.”

The last few years have seen massive growth
and expansion for the company, with a focus
on contractor management and compliance,
and specifically taking the fear away for anyone
responsible for contractor health and safety, or
work safety on a site. This, then, makes the product
relevant to any company that has a lot of contractors.
Expansion for the company into the APAC
region happened in early 2020. A new office
was established in Malaysia, headed up by
Lyn Loke, who is responsible for spearheading
Enterprise Delivery Accounts, Governance, and
Framework. A graduate of The University of
Western Australia seasoned and certified Project
Management Professional (PMP), Lyn’s focus is
on enhancing accounts delivery, growth strategy,
and transformation for customers in the region,
including Diageo, GSK, and Google.
Speaking about that expansion, Pat King said:

“This is an exciting time in the world of safety, as
more and more companies consider technology
and software as a means to assist them in
managing and improving their safety and
compliance. Our client base has expanded, and
we now see huge opportunities ahead of us as we
grow in more territories such as Asia and as we
advance our product offering.”

Launch of new COVID-19 safety solution,
allowing companies to keep research,
production & distribution lines operating
Since the outbreak of COVID-19, OneLook
Systems has been playing a critical role in helping
companies put in place additional COVID-19
controls for its large number of pharmaceutical,
medical device, food and beverage, and
technology manufacturers.
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Pat King explains:

‘OneLook Systems has a large multinational client
base, especially in the pharmaceutical sector.
It’s imperative that clients such as Google,
GSK, Sanofi, AbbVie, and Abbott, keep working
as normal. Some of these companies are at
the forefront of the fight against COVID-19 in
researching and developing a vaccine. This also
means that they may need to continue to bring
employees that are currently working remotely, as
well as outside contractors, onsite daily.

These companies must have absolute confidence
that every single contractor or visitor has adhered
to their COVID-19 standard operating procedures.
Making sure they are adequately trained and are
compliant with the new procedures before they
arrive on-site is the key. Once they are on-site it is
too late. This is where the software-based controls
that OneLook Systems provides are proving so
invaluable.’
As a result of the work it is doing to keep their
clients’ workforces safe and healthy, OneLook
Systems launched ‘SafePermit COVID-19’ which is
being used by companies to ensure that they have
COVID-19 specific controls in place. This is not just
vital for companies while they stay operational but
also as they prepare to reopen their distribution
centers, manufacturing sites, and office locations.
Getting back to work quickly and safely is
important for every person, business, and
government. There are some crucial steps in the
SafePermit COVID-19 solution that can speed this
process up while dramatically reducing the risk of
unnecessary exposure, such as remote monitoring
and clearly defined risk controls.

Most importantly SafePermit COVID-19 can be
in place within 48 hours and needs no additional
hardware or software to be installed. Customer
Success personnel assist all new users fully during
the roll-out and train key personnel via virtual
classrooms.

‘In these chaotic times, ensuring the health
and safety of people is a high priority. OneLook
Systems can help organizations across the globe
to continue to operate as normally as possible.’
Brendan Griffin, COO, OneLook Systems.
Below are some of the reasons why ‘SafePermit
COVID-19’ is being deployed to decrease risks
relating to COVID-19:
1. The solution ensures that contractors and
visitors cannot come on site until fully trained
in COVID-19 procedures. All contractors
are automatically notified to access on-line
symptom awareness and safety procedure
policy videos and questions. This is done before
coming on-site.
2. Any unnecessary exposure to COVID-19 can be
avoided through robust electronic work process
controls. These COVID-19 controls ensure that
all planned on-site work is essential and follows
your processes.
3. Contractors, visitors, and employees are
not going to come on-site if they don’t have
confidence that the right systems are in place to
protect them.
4. Health and safety leaders gain confidence
in the fact that all contracting companies,
large or small, are 100% compliant to their
COVID-19 training and standards. All contractor
companies looking to perform work on-site must
successfully complete questionnaires and get
documentation approval to be eligible for work.
5. Companies will have absolute certainty that
anyone coming to the site will be checked for
proof of booking, verification ID, and other
relevant checks for security approval, thereby
ensuring the safety of site employees.
If an employee tests positive for COVID-19 then
electronic records enable health and safety
leaders to retrieve, in seconds, all visitor and
contractor details together with locations of work.

▎ OneLook Systems

https://onelooksystems.com
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Judge Says:

Provides a new way of sourcing suitable contractors.

Bernie Doyle

SafetyFreelancer,
Making Safety Accessible.
▎ SafetyFreelancer

We've all heard the line health and safety is too expensive but, is that the reality.
At the moment there is a global shortage of health and safety professionals,
and we know what they say about demand once that goes up the cost will follow.
However, we believe that health and safety should be accessible, affordable,
and efficient for all business owners.
SafetyFreelancer is the first global cloud-based
platform that connects businesses with health and
safety professionals. We aim to provide a costeffective solution to help you get access to the best
health and safety talent available.

So, how does that help me you ask?
Well, using a platform such as SafetyFreelancer
has many benefits. We not only provide access to
accredited health and safety professionals, but we
also offer access to a territory manager with years
of experience to help you find the right candidate for
your projects. Some other benefits include:
∎ No signup fees, monthly memberships or
subscription fees
∎ Increased compliance efficiency
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Once you have chosen the right expert for your
project, you can then set up payment goals. The
great thing is, with SafetyFreeancer you don't
pay until your completely satisfied with all the
deliverables agreed. We take a 20% commission
from the cost of the contractor's invoice, leaving
no hidden fees. Upon project completion, the
business and contractor will provide feedback
based on communication, payment, availability,
and co-operation.
Since our launch in November 2019, we've been
able to help many small and medium businesses
reach their health and safety objectives. We have
been able to provide access to health and safety
professionals that;
∎ Developed safety statements specific to
business requirements

∎ Provide expert advice on ISO standards
∎ Create Toolbox talks
∎ Provide expert advice on adapting to COVID-19
∎ Update policies in-line with new guidelines and
more
Sign up today and make safety the number one
priority in your industry. We are committed to
helping all businesses with their health and
safety needs. For more information, visit
www.safetyfreelancer.com to learn more.
Follow us on LinkedIn Twitter Facebook
YouTube

▎ SafetyFreelancer

∎ A decrease in new hire costs
∎ Support for administrative tasks
We vet all of our health and safety professionals to
make sure they add quality to your projects. So, you
can collaborate with the best in the industry.

Well, how does it work?
We provide a platform for business owners to post
their health and safety projects. For example, you
may need an on-site contractor to conduct a fire
safety audit or professional advice on developing a
safety statement. Type up your project description,
post your project, and wait for the professionals to
bid on the project cost. You can then review bids,
communicate with interested contractors, and
negotiate a project price.
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Judge Says:

They appear to have overcome all the problems associated with gloves.

Bernie Doyle

∎ Ultra supple & durable synthetic goatskin palm
offers flexibility and long-lasting comfort
∎ Impact-absorbing XERO foam palm padding
reduces shock and vibration from hand tools
∎ Low profile, dorsal TPR full finger & knuckle
guards prevent injuries from impacts
and knocks
∎ Touchscreen forefinger & thumb
- conveniently allows workers to use tablets
and cell phones, etc
Innovative XERO foam is used in four keys
areas to significantly reduce the transmission of
shock, impact, and vibration to the hand. Unlike
traditional EVA & Latex foams that are normally
used, XERO foam is a new era of materials. Soft
and flexible in its natural state, the material
instinctively stiffens when impacted to absorb
high levels of energy.

KARBON+ KX05A
(XTREME Komplex Handling)

The glove will offer better protection to workers’
hands reducing the number of broken/fractured
fingers caused by dorsal impacts and blows.
The XERO palm padding helps to reduce the
numbness and tingling in hands from power tool
use and helps reduce nerve damage from long
term exposure of vibration from power tools.

▎ Shanghai Select Safety Products Co Ltd

Website: www.karbonhex.com

Superbly balanced touchscreen compatible work glove with an engineered
synthetic (goatskin style) palm developed for flexibility and long-lasting comfort
c / w four extra-grip abrasion resistant padded reinforced zones. Flexible antiimpact guard zones provide full dorsal protection. Extraordinary protection,
dexterity, grip, and comfort for the working professional in a compact design.
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The glove is also fitted with two touchscreencompatible fingertips, using the latest capacitive
high abrasion resistant materials enabling
workers to use touchscreen devices without the
need to remove their gloves.

▎ Shanghai Select Safety
Products Co Ltd
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Judge Says:

Taken a standard product to anew level.

Bernie Doyle

REAPER+ VIZ

▎ Shanghai Select Safety Products Co Ltd
Cut & impact resistant Hi-Viz, touchscreen compatible durable handling glove with
a dual Nitrile dipped palm coating that offers performance grip and dexterity for
the handling of sharp components in wet, oily, and slippery conditions. Flexible
anti-impact guard zones provide impact protection to the full rear of the hand.
∎ Granular (sandy) foam Nitrile dual-layered
palm coating provides maximum precision
grip in wet and oily handling conditions. Fully
touchscreen compatible.
∎ Exceptional dorsal impact protection to
fingers & knuckles while remaining flexible and
dexterous due to its innovative Integrated.
Expansion Slots & Full Flex Points.
∎ Hi-Viz cut-resistant 13g composite knitted
shell provides a comfortable fit, feel, and allround cut-slash protection.
The KX91V Reaper+ is fitted with VARI FLEX
which offers exceptional impact protection
with comprehensive full hand coverage while
remaining flexible and dexterous due to its
innovative design, features, and proprietary
energy-absorbing material composition.

3. F.F.P - Full
Flex Points
– deeper/wider
channels
engineered
into key areas
that contour
and flex,
mimicking
every finger
and hand
movement providing exceptional flexibility,
comfort, and reduced hand fatigue - another
key aspect of our design and utility patent.

The KX91V Reaper+ will improve all-round hand
protection and safety. It’s knitted composite yarn
construction will help prevent cuts and slashes to
the hand while offering superb back of the hand
and finger protection form impacts and shock
encountered in heavy-duty industries ultimately
reducing hand injuries on site.
Website: www.karbonhex.com

▎ Shanghai Select Safety
Products Co Ltd

the knuckles to impact like many inferior designs
on the market. Knuckle impact protection and
comfort are accomplished!
2. F.T.P - Full Thumb Protection – unique design
footprint provides crucial protection to the entire
thumb and knuckle joints, an area that is sadly
left unprotected on almost all other impact
guards! Features 2 patent-pending innovations
alone – (1) three-way Integrated Expansion
Slot on thumb interphalangeal joint to release
pressure and improve comfort. (2) Full Flex
Point at metacarpal joint for increased flexibility.

Vari Flex Technology
- Key Features & Innovations:
1. I.E.S – Integrated Expansion Slots – undoubtedly
the most significant innovative advancement is
the 3 strategically positioned expansion slots
that allow the knuckle points to move freely
when the hand is clenched WITHOUT exposing
86
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Judge Says:

Helps the individual with comfort and therefore
reduces the desire to remove them

Bernie Doyle

uvex i-5 eyewear
▎ uvex

Innovative lens design for greater
protection

uvex UV400 — 100% protection against
UVB and UVA radiation

uvex i-5 safety spectacles have been designed to
provide maximum protection. The ergonomically
designed x-tended eyeshield uses soft seal
technology that wraps around your brow for a
secure, low pressure fit. This creates a snug
fit for protection from particle ingress. The
x-tended sideshield has been angled to deliver
a custom fit, effectively protecting the area
around the sides of the eyes. The proven, highperformance uvex supravision coating prevents
fogging or scratching on the lens, thereby
guaranteeing outstanding vision.

Most industrial safety eyewear only complies
with the industry standard, which prescribes
protection up to 380 nanometres. The latest
scientific findings show that this is not enough.
Although it offers 100% protection against UVB
rays, it only provides partial protection against
equally dangerous UVA radiation.

With years of experience working with wearers,
uvex has created a product that combines the very
best innovative features to create a product that
fits everyone equally well, delivers superior wearer
comfort and provides maximum protection.
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Adaptable and adjustable features

Maximum eye protection

The sophisticated features of the uvex i-5 ensure
superior wearer comfort even during long periods
of use. Sleek side arms with 3 incline positions
and soft, extendable x-twist technology provide
an adaptive fit that's suitable for the majority of
face shapes. The uvex i-5 frame is firm where it
needs to be whilst maintaining a low pressure grip
around the ears.

The xtended sideshield of the i-5 spectacles
provides optimum protection around the sides of
the eyes. The large x-tended eyeshield provides
even greater protection against particles, dust
and dirt. The uvex supravision coating effectively
prevents fogging or scratching on the lens.

With its three-stage side arm inclination, the uvex
i-5 spectacles allow you to adjust the angle and
adapt to fit any face shape. Its x-twist technology
on the side arms are adjustable in length to
ensure an optimal fit for different head shapes.
The soft, flexible nose pad ensures a comfortable
and secure fit.

The uvex i-5 filters 100% of UVA rays (20%
still passes through 380 nm lenses), it also
completely minimises temperature-induced
cell changes. The sporty look of the uvex i-5
increases employee acceptance and their
willingness to wear it. It can be used in a variety
sectors, ranging from trade and the construction
industry to forestry, steel and metalworking.
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uvex phynomic
airLite C ESD
▎ uvex

uvex phynomic airLite C ESD safety gloves
offer a noticeable difference in wearer
comfort: They combine high sensitivity and
tactile feel with lightness and breathability,
all in one range of gloves. This makes them
perfect for precision work and handling
very small or fine components — and you
can still use almost all screens, tablets, and
mobile phones when you are wearing them.
Gloves that feel like a second skin
The unique combination of an 18-gauge liner
(polyamide, elastane, carbon) that is perfectly
tailored to the shape of the hand and the newly
developed "airLite" aqua polymer coating
ensures the highest sensitivity and tactile feel
for precision work or when handling very small
or fine components. This combination not only
makes the uvex phynomic airLite safety gloves
the lightest in their class — it also makes them
feel like a second skin.

uvex phynomic airLite ESD gloves come with this
function for use on almost all screens, tablets, and
mobile phones, uvex phynomic airLite safety gloves
will ensure you are fully equipped for the future.

Judge Says:

Well thought out product.

Bernie Doyle

This means that you don’t have to spend
more time putting on and taking off the gloves
while performing tasks, resulting in increased
productivity. The safety gloves can be kept on at all
times to reduce the risk of injury.

Always the right grip
— airLite coating technology
The new airLite coating allows you to maintain a
firm grip at all times, no matter what task you are
performing. Whether your working conditions are
dry or slightly damp/oily or your workpieces are,
the uvex phynomic airLite is always the perfect
choice of safety glove. We have also focussed
on ensuring a high degree of durability and
long service life. Plus, our airLite aqua polymer
coatings are free from harmful substances,
providing you with even greater protection with no
skin irritation.

Comfort unlike other gloves
The innovative product system boasts an
ergonomic fit, lightweight design, and ideal
climate characteristics. This makes our safety
gloves more comfortable to wear and gives them
optimal flexibility — so maximum performance
can be achieved at all times, even under extreme
conditions.

As we’ve put our safety gloves to the test:
∎ tensile force at 120% of total elongation:
32 N => 4.8

This enables:
∎ Secure handling when performing intricate
tasks

∎ weight per unit area: 24.8 mg/cm2 => 4.3
∎ RET-value (clima): 29.21 =>: 3.1

∎ Exceptional, long-lasting wearer comfort

=> Overall relief index: 4.07*

∎ High level of breathability means less
perspiration during work

▎ uvex

Product and personal safety
— ESD capability

Find out more

Since more and more companies are integrating
the use of technological products into their
processes, there’s a prevailing need for safety
gloves to be up to date with their compatibility.
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SUPPORTERS

Thank you!
World of Safety & Health Asia’s supporting organisations are mainly not-forprofit organisation and media partners who share the same vision like us,
where organisation acts as a source that disseminates beneficial information for
preventing workplace accidents throughout the Asia, Middle East & Africa.
By becoming a WSHAsia’s supporting organisation, respective organisation’s
news, events & courses will be shared, promoted, and marketed by WSHAsia
to our safety & health community in Asia, Middle East & Africa on our WSHAsia
marketplace and e-newsletters. All members & subscribers of our supporting
organisations will receive World of Safety & Health Monthly e-newsletter and
quarterly digital Magazine.
To be a supporting organisation of World of Safety & Health Asia,
contact us at contact@wshasia.com

Region IX

Questions for the writers, in regards to their article?
Email us at: askthewriter@wshasia.com
Your reply will be featured in the
“Ask the Writer Column” in the next edition.

MEDIA PARTNERS

We got you covered!
Media partners’ publications are circulated to respective subscribers. This
greatly increase each other’s circulation and network into different industry.
If you are interested in partnering with World of Safety & Health Asia,
please email to contact@wshasia.com or call +65 6369 9105.

2021
First safety & health solutions award in Asia

29th July 2021 | Marina Bay Sands, Singapore
Open for Entry on the 20th of January
awards@wshasia.com

